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Preface

This guide describes the features of Oracle Open Gateways. It is intended to help 
you understand the concepts of Oracle Open Gateways and administer the SQL-
based and procedural gateways.

This guide replaces these Oracle publications:

■ Oracle Open Gateway Release Notes for SNMP

■ Oracle Open Gateway Technology Concepts and Administration Guide
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Related Publications
■ Oracle7 Server Concepts

■ Oracle7 Server Reference

■ Oracle7 Server SQL Reference

■ Oracle Enterprise Manager Administrator’s Guide

■ Oracle SNMP Support Reference Guide

Refer to the Oracle Technical Publications Catalog and Price Guide for a complete list of 
documentation provided for Oracle products. 

README File
Oracle Corporation supplies a file commonly called README.DOC on a gateway 
distribution tape or CD-ROM. Read the information in this file to learn about 
changes to the software that do not appear in this guide. The README.DOC file 
also describes differences between releases of Oracle software that are not 
accompanied by new manuals.

Conventions
Examples of input and output for the gateway and Oracle environment are shown 
in a special font: 

��PNGLU��25$&/(�\RXUBQDPH

All output is shown as it actually appears. For input, these conventions apply:

Convention Meaning

H[DPSOH�WH[W Words or phrases, such as PNGLU and 25$&/(� must be entered 
exactly as spelled and in the letter case shown. In this example, PNGLU 
must be entered in lowercase letters and 25$&/( in uppercase. 

LWDOLF�WH[W Italicized uppercase or lowercase, such as \RXUBQDPH, indicates that 
you must substitute a word or phrase, such as the actual directory 
name.

{ } Curly braces indicate that one of the enclosed arguments is required. 
Do not enter the braces themselves.

[ ] Square brackets indicate that the enclosed arguments are optional. Do 
not enter the brackets themselves.
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Other punctuation, such as commas, quotes, or the pipe symbol (|), must be 
entered as shown unless otherwise specified. Directory names, fileids, and so on, 
appear in the required letter case in examples. The same convention is used when 
these names appear in text, and the names are highlighted in bold. The portions of a 
fileid that appear in italics indicate those portions can vary.

Gateway commands, fileids, reserved words, and keywords appear in uppercase in 
examples and text. UNIX commands, environment variables, and keywords appear 
in the required letter case in examples and text. Reserved words and keywords 
must always be entered as is, and have reserved meanings within the Oracle 
system.

SQL*Plus Prompts
The SQL*Plus prompt,�64/!, appears in SQL statement and SQL*Plus command 
examples. Enter your response at the prompt. Do not enter the text of the prompt, 
64/!, in your response.

UNIX Prompts
The UNIX prompt, �, appears in UNIX command examples. Enter your response at 
the prompt. Do not enter the text of the prompt, �, in your response. A dollar sign is 
part of some UNIX directory names and should not be confused as a prompt 
character.

Storage Measurements
Storage measurements use these abbreviations:

■ K, for kilobyte which equals 1024 bytes

■ M, for megabyte which equals 1 048 576 bytes

■ G, for gigabyte which equals 1 073 741 824 bytes

| Vertical lines separate choices.

... Ellipses indicate that the preceding item can be repeated. You can enter 
an arbitrary number of similar items.

Convention Meaning
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Revisions to this Guide
In printed versions of this book, new or revised material in this guide is highlighted 
with a vertical bar in the left margin, as demonstrated by this paragraph. If an entire 
chapter or appendix is new, the first page is highlighted with a vertical bar in the 
left margin.

Your Comments Are Welcome 
The Oracle Corporation Integration Technologies Division values and appreciates 
your comments regarding our publications. To contact us, use: 

Distributed Systems Division
Documentation Manager
Oracle Corporation
500 Oracle Parkway
Mailstop 4op12
Redwood Shores, CA  94065
email: gtwydoc@us.oracle.com
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                                                            Introd
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Introduction

Oracle Open Gateways is a suite of Oracle products which integrate non-Oracle 
systems into an Oracle environment. This integration is transparent to Oracle client 
applications. The family of products includes:

■  SQL-based gateways, also referred to as transparent gateways, which provide 
Oracle client applications with SQL-based access to non-Oracle database 
systems and stored procedures

■ procedural gateways, which provide Oracle client applications with PL/SQL 
access to non-Oracle applications and database systems 

■ access managers, which provide non-Oracle client applications with SQL-based 
access to Oracle data

■ replication services, which allow Oracle databases to automatically remain 
synchronized with heterogeneous database systems
uction 1-1



 

Oracle Server Technology
The Oracle server provides a consolidated view of an organization’s data and 
services. An Oracle client’s view is of one logical database, even if the data is 
physically distributed across multiple independent databases. 

This simple client view allows many different client implementations, ranging from 
thin-client Network Computing (NC) architecture to legacy systems using different 
client interfaces to store and retrieve data. To support this client environment, the 
Oracle server fully implements the ANSI/ISO SQL standard and interfaces.

The Oracle server not only provides a coherent view of data for new applications, it 
also provides for the integration of existing data and services from existing 
applications and systems.

Client-Server Architecture
The client-server architecture integrates data and services and protects clients from 
inherent complexities, such as communication protocols. The simplicity of the 
client-server architecture allows clients to make requests which are routed to the 
appropriate server. These requests are made in the form of transactions. Client 
transactions can be SQL statements or PL/SQL procedures and functions that access 
the individual databases and services.

Server-to-Server Communication
The client-server architecture alone does not meet the needs of one logical database. 
The server also requires advanced server-to-server capabilities. These include SQL 
language requests to Oracle servers and gateways, and remote procedure calls 
(RPCs) to Oracle servers and gateways, and from gateway to target systems. 

It must be possible to make changes over time in the location, number, and function 
of servers in a complex environment as the information processing needs of the 
organization change. Only through a complete server-to-server implementation can 
this be achieved.
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Oracle Servers
Oracle Corporation provides a server environment where multiple servers, with 
multiple types of data, are accessible to clients through the services provided by one 
server. Clients communicate with multiple servers and gateways through advanced 
server-to-server communication, as shown in this figure:

An essential requirement of Oracle servers is a symmetrical implementation. This 
means any Oracle server can support all the services needed to implement the 
client’s view of one logical database.

These services include:

■ transaction management

The client is provided with simple control over transactions with commit and 
rollback, while the Oracle server coordinates the distributed transaction 
between any involved servers or gateways. See Chapter 2 for more information.

■ SQL distributed language requests

The Oracle server manages the processing of queries that involve data 
distributed at multiple physical sites. The Oracle server can decompose and 
reformulate these distributed queries, then process the results through server-
to-server SQL language requests. The capabilities of each site are used by the 
global optimizer to determine the plan for the query.

Oracle

Gateway

Oracle

Client
Applications

Client
Applications

Server

Server
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■ remote procedure calls 

The Oracle server supports remote procedure calls with full PL/SQL datatypes 
as parameters and return values. Because PL/SQL datatypes are a superset of 
SQL datatypes, PL/SQL procedures and functions are ideal for managing 
Oracle services on remote servers. All parameters and return values provided 
by a remote server can be examined and stored by the calling server. This 
allows the local server to maintain the client’s calling interface and syntax even 
if the service is reimplemented or the remote site decides to change the remote 
procedure call interface.

Gateway Capabilities

Procedural Gateways 

Oracle Server Technology
All procedural gateways are integrated with the Oracle server technology, which 
provides transaction coordination for multi-site transactions, support for all 
SQL*Net configurations, and so on.

Tool and Application Support
Procedural gateways support all Oracle tools and applications that support 
PL/SQL remote procedures. Procedural gateways can also be accessed from 
database triggers.

Migration and Coexistence
Procedural gateways allow you to interface with existing procedural logic or to 
integrate new procedural logic into an Oracle environment.

Site Autonomy
All Oracle server products, including gateways, supply site autonomy. Procedural 
interfaces are available to perform authentication and security tasks.

Location Transparency
Location transparency is provided by using database links and synonyms. These are 
created on the Oracle servers that integrate the procedural gateway into the Oracle 
server environment.
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Partners in Two-Phase Commit and Multi-site Transactions
Any procedural gateway can participate as a partner in multi-site transactions and 
two-phase commit. How this occurs depends on the capabilities of the underlying 
data source, meaning that a procedural gateway can be implemented as one of 
these:

■ a full two-phase commit partner

■ a commit point site 

■ a single-site update partner

■ a read-only partner

The deciding factors for the implementation of a procedural gateway are the locking 
and transaction-handling capabilities of the connected data source.

Error Mapping and Logging
Procedural gateways provide error handling through the PL/SQL exceptions 
mechanism. Gateway data definition language maps a 3GL routine to a stored 
procedure or function and allows the mapping of the 3GL errors to PL/SQL 
exceptions.

SQL-Based Gateways

Oracle Server Technology
All SQL-based gateways are integrated into the Oracle server technology, which 
provides global query optimization, transaction coordination for multi-site 
transactions, support for all SQL*Net configurations, and so on.

Query Optimization
SQL-based gateways can employ the advanced query optimization features of the 
Oracle server, allowing queries involving heterogeneous data sources to process 
more quickly.

Tool and Application Support
Tools and applications which support the Oracle server can be used to access 
heterogeneous data through a SQL-based gateway. 
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Migration and Coexistence
The integration of a data source through a SQL-based gateway does not require any 
changes to be made to applications at the data source. The result is that the Oracle 
server technology is non-intrusive, providing coexistence and an easy migration 
path.

Oracle ANSI/ISO SQL DML
SQL-based gateways translate Oracle ANSI/ISO SQL to other access methods, 
including other SQL dialects, file-based systems, hierarchical database systems, 
CODASYL systems, and so on.

Oracle Data Dictionaries
SQL-based gateways access Oracle-like data dictionaries, and therefore support 
tools such as Developer/2000, which rely on Oracle repositories. Data mapping of 
the data source is an integral part of the Oracle server technology, and allows data 
to be automatically converted and normalized up to the Boyce Codd normal form, if 
required.

Site Autonomy
All Oracle server products, including gateways, supply site autonomy. For example, 
administration of a data source remains the responsibility of the original system 
administrator. Site autonomy also means that gateway products do not override the 
security methods of the data source or operating environment.

Location Transparency
Synonyms for database links provide location transparency and are created on the 
Oracle servers that integrate the SQL-based gateway into the Oracle server 
environment.

Partners in Two-Phase Commit and Multi-site Transactions
Any SQL-based gateway can participate as a partner in multi-site transactions and 
two-phase commit. How this occurs depends on the capabilities of the underlying 
data source, meaning that a SQL-based gateway can be implemented as either: 

■ a full two-phase commit partner

■ a commit point site

■ a single-site update partner

■ a read-only partner
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The deciding factors for the implementation of a SQL-based gateway are the locking 
and transaction-handling capabilities of the connected data source.

Error Mapping and Logging
In a distributed environment, different servers can generate different errors. 
Without adequate error mapping, it can be difficult to determine which servers 
generated which errors. Error mapping is essential when developing applications 
that use location transparency. 

All SQL-based gateways provide full error mapping. In the Oracle environment, 
errors are stacked. A SQL-based gateway maps a data source error to an Oracle 
error message, then adds to that message all relevant error messages generated by 
the data source error-handling mechanism. You can route messages to the client 
application, an operator console, an error log, or any combination of these routes, 
according to how you set up your particular configuration.

You can log error conditions in several ways by setting gateway initialization 
parameters. A log record includes many variables such as session ID, transaction 
ID, and so on. You can combine error logging with error mapping. 

Security 
SQL-based gateways do not bypass existing security mechanisms. Gateway security 
coexists with the security mechanisms already used in the operating environment of 
the data source.

Functionally, gateway security is identical to that of an Oracle server, as described in 
Oracle7 Server Concepts. Oracle database security is mapped to the data dictionary of 
the data source. 

National Language Support
SQL-based gateways provide national language support, including translated 
Oracle messages and character-set support. See the Oracle7 Server Concepts and your 
gateway installation and user’s guide for more information.
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Stored Procedures
A stored procedure is a block of code composed of a set of statements which is 
stored in a database system as a database object. By using the gateway to access 
stored procedures in a non-Oracle database, you can:

■ improve performance of your application

■ write applications with more ease, because the applications can be designed in a 
modular, top-down approach

■ limit and monitor access to a database with the access restrictions placed on the 
stored procedure

See “Executing Stored Procedures” on page 3-9 for more information.

Pass-Through Feature
SQL-based gateways can pass statements specific to a non-Oracle database directly 
to the target database for execution. For example, a DDL statement used to create an 
object can be executed at the target database. See “Pass-Through Feature” on page 
3-12 for more information.

Using the Gateways with Other Oracle Products
The gateways require the Oracle server and SQL*Net. All other Oracle products are 
optional. However, using other Oracle products with the gateways can greatly 
extend gateway capabilities.

Developer/2000
Use Developer/2000 to build applications that can manipulate data stored in the 
target database and Oracle database. This includes designing forms, producing 
graphic displays, and creating a wide range of reports.

Discoverer/2000
Use Discoverer/2000 to analyze, manipulate, and copy data residing in the target 
database. This product gives you access to corporate data using a powerful data 
analysis tool.

Programmer/2000
Use Programmer/2000 to embed SQL or PL/SQL statements in your 3GL 
programs. 
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SQL*Plus
Use SQL*Plus for moving data between the databases. This product gives you the 
ability to copy data from your department databases to corporate Oracle databases.

Using the Gateways with Other Vendor Products
The gateways work with products from other vendors, such as Microsoft Excel and 
Visual Basic. Any tool that can access the Oracle server can access data through the 
open gateway family of products.

Gateway Architecture
Oracle Open Gateways uses the server-to-server approach to integrate a data source 
into the Oracle environment. The required components are:

■ client applications

■ an Oracle server

■ a SQL-based or procedural gateway 

■ SQL*Net

This figure shows a configuration containing the components for a SQL-based 
gateway:

Client Application
The Oracle client application connects to an Oracle server which in turn is 
responsible for connecting to the gateway. The client application does not connect 
directly to the gateway because the gateway can only communicate at a server level. 
Oracle tools, such as SQL*Plus, access the gateway through an Oracle server. 

GatewayApplications

Data Source

Oracle
Server

SQL*Net
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Oracle Server 
An Oracle server that connects directly to a gateway integrates the data source into 
the Oracle environment. One gateway can be accessed by one or more instances of 
an Oracle server. One Oracle server can access one or more gateway instances.

Once a gateway is installed, Oracle client applications can access the data source. To 
do so, a system administrator creates database links and local synonyms at each 
Oracle server for the gateway. A client application connects directly to an Oracle 
server which treats the gateway as a remote server.

When an access method lacks an Oracle feature, the gateway compensates for the 
missing feature. For missing SQL capabilities, the gateway or Oracle server fulfills 
the capability where possible. When a SQL capability cannot be completed, this 
message occurs:

25$��������GDWDEDVH�QDPH�GRHV�QRW�VXSSRUW�IHDWXUH�LQ�WKLV�FRQWH[W

For distributed transactions, the Oracle server connected to the gateway coordinates 
the transaction actions required to ensure data consistency with the Oracle 
environment and the data source. 

Gateway
The gateway accesses the target system. Oracle client applications do not connect 
directly to a gateway, but indirectly by connecting to an Oracle server. An Oracle 
server communicates with a gateway in the normal Oracle server-to-server manner 
using SQL*Net. A gateway does not start background processes. 

On some platforms, such as MVS, a gateway is started once, and maintains multiple 
user sessions in memory where one session handles the requests from a single 
Oracle client application. On other platforms, such as UNIX, a gateway process is 
started for each database link session.

Procedural Gateways  These gateways emulate an Oracle server with the 
procedural option. The system administrator creates database links and local 
synonyms at all Oracle servers that require access to the data source. The gateway is 
then transparent to Oracle client applications which access what appear to be Oracle 
PL/SQL stored procedures.

A client application connects directly to an Oracle server that is responsible for 
connecting to the procedural gateway. A procedural gateway does not execute SQL 
requests. An Oracle client application executes calls at a target system using PL/
SQL remote procedure calls. Automatic data conversion to and from the datatypes 
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of the arguments in the procedure call and the call at the target system is driven by 
gateway data definition language.

SQL-Based Gateways  These gateways can be configured in several ways:

■ host-based 

The gateway is installed on the same machine as the target system. A 
communication protocol of the target system is used to access the data.

■ remote-based 

The gateway is installed on a different machine than the target system. A 
network protocol provided by the target system is used to access the target 
system.

■ accessing multiple data sources

Some gateways access multiple data sources. Such gateways can be host-based 
or remote-based.

The system administrator creates database links and local synonyms at all Oracle 
servers that require access to the data source. The gateway is then transparent for 
Oracle client applications that access what appear to be Oracle tables or views.

A client application connects directly to an Oracle server which is responsible for 
connecting to the SQL-based gateway. Stored procedures on an Oracle server can 
issue SQL statements that access the data source through the gateway.

SQL*Net
SQL*Net provides client-to-server and server-to-server communication. Gateways 
communicate with Oracle servers using the SQL*Net server-to-server protocol. 
SQL*Net is a required component. SQL*Net is required even when the gateway and 
Oracle server reside within the same operating environment. For this case, an intra-
system protocol is used between Oracle and the gateway, such as IPC in UNIX. Your 
gateway installation and user’s guide indicates your SQL*Net requirements.
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Procedural Gateway Example
This figure shows the sequence of events when a client application initiates a 
remote procedure call across a procedural gateway:

1. Client application sends a request to execute the 6$/$5< procedure to the 
Oracle server.

2. The gateway might require one or more of these events to occur:

■ validation of username and password by the target system (using a 
mechanism of the procedural gateway)

■ gateway returns type information of 6$/$5<

3. Oracle server sends 6$/$5< to the gateway.

4. Gateway validates user access to the object.

5. Gateway executes the user routine against the target system.

6. Oracle server converts retrieved data to a format compatible with the Oracle 
server.

7. Gateway returns call results to the Oracle server, if required.

8. Oracle server returns call results to the client application, if required.

ProceduralOracle Server

Client
Application 1

 3

8

Gateway

2

4

57

Target System

6

(;(&87(�6$/$5<#*7:/,1.
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SQL-Based Gateway Example
This figure shows the sequence of events when a client application queries a SQL-
based gateway to a SQL-based database:

1. Client application sends query to the Oracle server.

2. The gateway might require validation of username and password in data 
dictionary of the target system.

3. Oracle server sends query to gateway.

4. Gateway interacts with target system, which validates user access to the object.

5. Gateway converts SQL statement to target system SQL.

6. Gateway retrieves data using target system SQL.

7. Gateway converts retrieved data to a format compatible with the Oracle server. 

8. Gateway returns query results to the Oracle server.

9. Oracle server returns query results to client application.

SQL-BasedOracle Server

Client
Application 1

  3

9

Gateway

2

5

68 

Target System

7

6(/(&7��)520�(03#*7:/,1.

2 & 4
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SQL-Based Gateway with Procedural Feature Example
This figure shows the sequence of events when a client application initiates a 
remote procedure call across a SQL-based gateway with the procedural feature:

1. Client application sends a request to execute the 6$/$5< procedure to the 
Oracle server.

2. Gateway might require validation of username and password by the target 
system.

3. Oracle server requests a description of 6$/$5<.

4. Gateway retrieves a description of 6$/$5< from the target system.

5. Gateway returns the description to the Oracle server.

6. Oracle server sends an execution request for 6$/$5< to the gateway.

7. Gateway retrieves input argument values from the Oracle server.

8. Gateway sends an execution request to the target system for 6$/$5<.

9. Gateway receives the execution status and returned data from the target system. 
It converts the data to a format compatible with the Oracle server.

SQL-Based GatewayOracle Server

Client
Application 1

    6

11

with Procedural Feature

  10

Stored Procedure
at Target System

(;(&87(�6$/$5<�,1387�5(68/7�#*7:/,1.
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4

8

9

7

3

5
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10. Gateway returns call results to the Oracle server.

11. Oracle server returns call results to the client application, if required.
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2

Distributed Transactions

This chapter describes transactions and how they are handled by the Oracle server 
in a distributed database. Non-Oracle transaction models, and gateway support for 
these models, are also described.
ctions 2-1



 

Overview of Transactions
A transaction is a logical unit of work that takes a database from one consistent 
state to another. It comprises one or more operations (in a SQL-based database, 
these are SQL statements). According to the ANSI/ISO SQL standard, a transaction 
begins with the user’s first SQL statement and ends with an explicit commit or 
rollback.

Committing a transaction permanently changes the database according to the SQL 
statements in the transaction. Rolling back a transaction cancels any changes 
resulting from the SQL or PL/SQL statements in the transaction. After a transaction 
is rolled back, the affected data is in the state it was in before the statements were 
executed.

A remote transaction is a transaction which contains SQL statements that reference 
one or more remote tables, all of which reside at the same remote node. A 
distributed transaction is a transaction containing SQL statements which reference 
data on two or more distinct nodes of a distributed database. 

Two-Phase Commit
In a distributed database, access to a site in the network can fail during a distributed 
transaction. The Oracle transaction model uses a two-phase commit protocol to 
protect the distributed database during the brief but crucial period of committing 
data at sites participating in a distributed transaction. This mechanism ensures that 
all database servers participating in a distributed transaction all commit or all roll 
back the statements in a transaction.

The Oracle transaction model is implemented such that a distributed transaction is 
automatically recovered when a failure occurs. If a site participating in a distributed 
transaction is inaccessible, then automatic recovery continues when the site is 
available. Recovery information is recorded by the Oracle site that initiates a 
distributed transaction, known as the global coordinator, and the commit point site. 
The global coordinator uses this information to communicate with all sites that 
participate in the distributed transaction to ensure that potential updates are 
consistently rolled back or committed. 

In a distributed environment consisting only of Oracle servers, all distributed 
transactions are automatically followed by a two-phase commit operation. The 
Oracle two-phase commit mechanism is completely transparent to users when they 
issue a distributed transaction. 

If a distributed transaction includes data accessed through a gateway, the same 
automatic two-phase commit protection applies if your gateway supports two-
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phase commit. See your gateway installation and user’s guide for more 
information.

Presumed Abort and Presumed Commit Models
The two-phase commit mechanism uses a presumed abort model. This means that if 
a failure occurs during a transaction before the prepare and commit/rollback 
phases, the transaction is assumed to have failed, and a global rollback occurs. This 
model is a prerequisite for participation in the Oracle two-phase commit 
mechanism. 

There is another model, known as the presumed commit model, used by several 
non-Oracle data sources. This model assumes that the changes are applied even if 
there is a system failure. Data sources using this model cannot participate in an 
Oracle distributed transaction. See “Non-Oracle Data Sources and Distributed 
Transactions” on page 2-5.

Transaction Functions
The series of events involved in a transaction and two-phase commit are:

Start transaction The transaction begins with the user’s first SQL statement.

End transaction The transaction ends by a commit or rollback request from 
the user.

Prepare The node initiating the two-phase commit asks each of the 
nodes involved in the transaction to promise to commit or 
roll back when they are told. The nodes prepare themselves 
for the commit or rollback and tell the initiating node when 
they are ready.

Commit or Rollback The initiating node instructs each referenced node to commit 
or rollback. The referenced nodes do as instructed and inform 
the initiating node that they have committed or rolled back. 
The referenced node’s ability to perform both of these actions 
is known as commit-confirm capability.
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Transaction Roles
All nodes participating in an Oracle distributed transaction assume one or more of 
these roles:

Forget Only the commit point site involved in the transaction 
"forgets" the transaction.

If a node has commit-confirm capability, it must have 
distributed transaction memory. This is the ability to 
remember the outcome of a distributed transaction, based on 
its transaction ID. This can be in the form of a table, or a file, 
for example.

Node Description of Node

Client References information at another site.

Server This node is directly referenced in the transaction or holds data 
required by another node.

Global coordinator This node:

■ is where the transaction originates

■ tells all directly referenced nodes, except the commit point 
site, to prepare

■ initiates the global commit of the transaction

Local coordinator This node:

■ needs to access other nodes (child nodes) to complete its part 
of the transaction

■ relays information to the sites it references

■ gathers information from the sites it references

■ returns information to the node that referenced it

■ prepares after all its child nodes have prepared
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This figure shows how these roles could be assigned to various nodes of a 
distributed system:

Transactions, the two-phase commit mechanism, and all the roles are described in 
the Oracle7 Server Concepts.

Non-Oracle Data Sources and Distributed Transactions
When an Oracle distributed database contains a gateway, the gateway must be 
properly configured to take part in a distributed transaction. The outcome of a 
distributed transaction involving a gateway should be that all participating sites roll 
back or commit their parts of the distributed transaction. All participating sites, 
including gateway sites, that are updated during a distributed transaction must be 
protected against failure and must be able to take part in the two-phase commit 
mechanism. A gateway that updates a target system as part of a distributed 

Commit point site This node has these characteristics: 

■ it is the node that commits first

■ it never enters the prepared state

■ its ability to commit determines the outcome of the transaction 
at all other nodes

■ its COMMIT_POINT_STRENGTH initialization parameter is 
set to the highest value of all the servers involved in the 
transaction (see the Oracle7 Server Concepts and Oracle7 Server 
Reference for more information)

■ it must have transaction memory

Node Description of Node

Global Coordinator,
Client, Commit
Point Site

 Local Coordinator,
 Server

Child Node

Child Node
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transaction must be able to take part in the automatic recovery mechanism, which 
might require that recovery information be recorded in transaction memory at the 
target system. 

If a SQL-based gateway is involved in a distributed transaction, the distributed 
database must be in a consistent state after the distributed transaction is committed. 

A procedural gateway or a SQL-based gateway with the procedural option 
translates remote procedure calls into target system calls. From the viewpoint of the 
Oracle transaction model, the gateway appears to be an Oracle server executing a 
PL/SQL block containing SQL statements used to access an Oracle database.

For a procedural gateway, it is unknown whether a target system call alters data. To 
ensure the consistency of a distributed database, it must be assumed that a 
procedural gateway updates the target system. Accordingly, all remote procedure 
calls sent to a procedural gateway take part in a distributed transaction and must be 
protected by the two-phase commit protocol. For example, you could issue these 
SQL*Plus statements:

(;(&87(�5(027(B352&#)$&725<��

,16(57�,172�'(%,7#),1$1&(�����

52//%$&.�

In the example, 5(027(B352& is a remote procedure call to access a procedural 
gateway, '(%,7 is an Oracle table residing in an Oracle database, and )$&725< and 
),1$1&( are database links used to access the remote sites.

For more information about executing Oracle and non-Oracle stored procedures, 
see “Executing Stored Procedures” on page 3-9.

Transaction Capability Types
When gateways are involved in a distributed transaction, the transaction 
capabilities of the non-Oracle data source determine whether the data source can 
participate in two-phase commit operations or distributed transactions.

Depending on the transaction capabilities of the non-Oracle data source, it can be 
mapped to one of these transaction types:

Read-only During a distributed transaction, the gateway provides read-
only access to the data source, so the gateway can only be 
queried. Read-only is used for target systems that use the 
presumed-commit model or do not support rollback 
mechanisms.
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Single-site During a distributed transaction, the target system is read-
only (other sites can be updated) or the only site updated 
(can participate in remote transactions). Single-site is used 
for target systems that support rollback, commit, and 
presumed-abort, but cannot prepare or commit-confirm as 
they have no distributed transaction memory, the ability to 
remember what happened during and after a distributed 
transaction identified by its transaction ID.

Commit-confirm The gateway is a partial partner in the Oracle transaction 
mode. During a distributed transaction in which it is 
updated, the gateway must be the commit point site. 

Commit-confirm is used for target systems that support 
rollback, commit, presumed-abort, and commit-confirm, but 
do not support prepare. The commit-confirm capability 
requires distributed transaction memory.

Two-phase commit The gateway is a partial partner in the Oracle transaction 
model. During a distributed transaction, the gateway cannot 
be the commit point site.

Two-phase commit is used for target systems that support 
rollback, commit, presumed-abort, and prepare, but do not 
support commit-confirm, because they have no distributed 
transaction memory.

Two-phase commit-
commit confirm

The gateway is a full partner in the Oracle transaction model. 
During a distributed transaction, the gateway can be the 
commit point site, depending on the commit point strength 
defined in the gateway initialization file.

This transaction type is used for target systems that support 
a full two-phased commit transaction model. That is, the 
target system supports rollback, commit, presumed-abort, 
prepare, and commit-confirm.
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Developing Applications with Gateways

This chapter describes administrative requirements and considerations for Oracle 
gateways. It covers the general requirements of all gateways and the requirements 
of the gateway types.
ways 3-1



 

Procedural Gateway Considerations
A procedural gateway provides Oracle client applications with PL/SQL access to a 
target system. The client application issues a remote procedure call that is sent to 
the procedural gateway. Each time the call is directly issued at a client application 
using an anonymous PL/SQL block, the PL/SQL block is compiled. To reduce the 
number of times your PL/SQL call is compiled, embed the PL/SQL call in a stored 
procedure. When the stored procedure is called, it is not recompiled. 

The procedural gateway provides interface calls for security and resource 
administration.

Oracle procedural gateways might supply PL/SQL packages for your procedural 
gateway. For example, the Oracle Procedural Gateway for APPC includes a utility 
that generates PL/SQL packages of functions called the Transaction Interface 
Packages. Such packages allow you to write PL/SQL procedures and functions that 
interact with the target system. Ensure that these packages are installed on all 
Oracle servers that access the gateway.

SQL-Based Gateway Considerations
Apart from the Oracle server, and if needed, SQL*Net, no other Oracle product is 
required to use a SQL-based gateway. However, Oracle products installed on Oracle 
clients can be used to access a data source through a SQL-based gateway. The 
documentation for an Oracle product indicates if there are special considerations 
regarding its use with other products. For example, to use Oracle Reports to access a 
data source that does not have an equivalent to ROWID, you start the Oracle Report 
client with ROWID access turned off. 

Data Dictionary Views
An Oracle client can query an Oracle data dictionary view of a SQL-based gateway, 
if the view is implemented for your gateway. See your gateway installation and 
user’s guide for more information about which Oracle data dictionary views are 
implemented and which columns have meaningful values.

Some column values in Oracle data dictionary views do not contain useful 
information. For example, the INITIAL_EXTENT column in the ALL_TABLES view 
is for the operation of the Oracle server. Because the data source accessed by a 
gateway operates differently than the Oracle server, no accurate value can be 
returned for the INITIAL_EXTENT column. 
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Oracle data dictionary views not implemented in a SQL-based gateway are 
mimicked by the gateway to give the appearance that the view exists. However, 
querying such a view returns no rows. For example:

64/!�6(/(&7��)520�$//B75,**(56#*7:/,1.�

QR�URZV�VHOHFWHG

Oracle data dictionary views are described in the Oracle7 Server Reference.

Dynamic Performance Views
Dynamic performance views are specific to the operation of an Oracle server and 
are not required in an Oracle gateway. An Oracle client attempting to query such a 
table in any Oracle gateway receives this message: 

25$������WDEOH�RU�YLHZ�GRHV�QRW�H[LVW

See the Oracle7 Server Concepts and the Oracle Enterprise Manager Administrator’s 
Guide for more information.

Data Source Tables and Views
User data in the data source is returned to the Oracle client in an Oracle table 
representation. If Oracle data dictionary views are implemented in a SQL-based 
gateway, the implemented views contain useful information about the table.

SQL-Based Gateway Tables and Views
The implementation of Oracle data dictionary views for a SQL-based gateway 
depends on the gateway and might be optional. Oracle data dictionary views that 
are not implemented in a SQL-based gateway are mimicked. See your gateway 
installation and user’s guide to see which Oracle data dictionary views are 
available.

If an Oracle data dictionary view is supported for a SQL-based gateway, the data in 
the Oracle table is based on the underlying data dictionary view at the data source.
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Transaction Model
For SQL-based gateways that use the commit-confirm transaction model type, a 
table must be available to store in-doubt transaction information, which is used by a 
recovery process (possibly part of the gateway). You might need to periodically 
check this table to ensure that any in-doubt transactions that occurred are 
successfully recovered. See Chapter 2 for more information on transaction model 
types.

Selecting Data by ROWID
In an Oracle table, each row has a unique address known as a ROWID, which can 
be returned as part of a query. For example:

64/!�6(/(&7�52:,'��(0312�)520�(03�:+(5(�(1$0(� �®)25'®�

52:,'������������������(0312

����������������������������

�������)��������������������

Many Oracle applications use ROWIDs to efficiently access data that was already 
retrieved. The example shows the Oracle server representation of a unique address 
used to access the row in the table. The address is returned as a hexadecimal string.

A target system might or might not support a similar unique addressing 
mechanism. If the ROWID concept is supported by a gateway, the representation of 
the address depends on the target system, but it is always returned as a 
hexadecimal string. The length of the returned string also depends on the target 
system. If you issue a query similar to the above example against a gateway, the 
column value for ROWID has a different format to that in the example. If you use 
ROWID in a query to a gateway, be sure the unique value cannot change during a 
transaction.

ROWID columns in the Oracle server have datatype ROWID. However, in gateways 
they are datatype VARCHAR2 and have a maximum length of 256 characters.
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Dates in the 21st Century
Unless otherwise stated in the installation guide for your gateway, the gateways are 
Year 2000 compliant, which means they provide support for four-digit years in date 
datatypes. However, the way you define the data in your databases and how you 
specify date formats in the various gateway and Oracle server parameters affect 
how well your system supports four-digit years.

Entering Dates
There are three options for entering 21st century dates. To prepare for the 21st 
century, Oracle Corporation recommends you set the Oracle server and gateway 
NLS_DATE_FORMAT parameter to a format including a four-digit year.

Use one of these methods to enter 21st century dates:

■ use the TO_DATE function with the YYYY format

Use any date format including a four character year field. For example, 
TO_DATE(’2008-07-23’, ’YYYY-MM-DD’) can be used in any SELECT, INSERT, 
UPDATE, or DELETE statement.

See the Oracle7 Server SQL Reference for available date format string options.

■ use the TO_DATE function with the RR format

Use any date format but specify the year portion as RR. TO_DATE determines 
which century to use with this method. Any year value from 50 through 99 is 
considered a 20th century date; any value from 0 through 49 is considered a 21st 
century date. 

For example, TO_DATE(’08-07-24’, ’RR-MM-DD’) is interpreted as ’2008-07-24’, 
while TO_DATE(’77-03-13’, ’RR-MM-DD’) is interpreted as ’1977-03-13’.

See the Oracle7 Server SQL Reference for available date format string options.

■ use the NLS_DATE_FORMAT parameter

The NLS_DATE_FORMAT parameter defines a default format for Oracle 
explicit TO_DATE functions without a pattern and for implicit string to date 
conversions. For example, with NLS_DATE_FORMAT defined as ’YYYY-MM-
DD’, ’2008-07-24’ can be used in any SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE 
statement. 

See Appendix A for more information about NLS_DATE_FORMAT.
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Retrieving Dates
Use the RR year format of the TO_DATE function to retrieve 21st century dates 
entered as two-digit year values. Any year value from 50 through 99 is considered a 
20th century date. Any value from 0 through 49 is considered a 21st century date. 
Refer to the Oracle7 Server SQL Reference for the available date format string options.

For example, these SELECT statements return the same results for a database 
containing 21st century dates whether the statements are issued in the 20th century 
or the 21st:

Example 1:
6(/(&7�72B&+$5�72B'$7(�®���2&7����®''�021�55®��®<<<<®�

�����������',*,7�<($5��)520�'$7(7$%#'5'$�

The result is:

��',*,7�<($5

������������

����

Example 2:
6(/(&7�72B&+$5�72B'$7(�®���2&7����®''�021�55®��®<<<<®�

�����������',*,7�<($5��)520�'$7(7$%#'5'$�

The result is:

��',*,7�<($5

������������

����

Indexes at the Target System 
If the table at the target system is referenced in a distributed query, the Oracle server 
tries to make as much use of the target system indexes as possible. This could 
happen during a join of a table at an Oracle database and a target system table. For 
example:

64/!�6(/(&7�$�(0312�%�'(3712�)520�(03�$�'(37�%

�������:+(5(�$�'(3712 %�'(3712�$1'�$�(1$0( ®&/$5.®�
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If '(37 is a synonym for a table at a target system which has created an index for 
the column '(3712, the Oracle server might access the rows of '(37 using this 
index. This optimizes access to the data at the target system.
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Retrieving Initialization Parameter Values
Parameter values set in the gateway initialization file, initsid.ora, can be retrieved 
using the GTW_SQL.GTW_GET_PARM procedure. This is useful if you want to 
verify the value of certain parameters to see if the value set during initialization is 
still correct for your current configuration. Not all gateways support this feature. 
See your gateway installation and user’s guide for more information.

The GTW_SQL.GTW_GET_PARM procedure is used in a PL/SQL block to specify 
which parameter’s value should be retrieved:

'(&/$5(

��SDUPBYDU���9$5&+$5������

%(*,1

���

���

���

SDUPBYDU�� �*7:B64/�*7:B*(7B3$50#GEOLQN�®3$50B1$0(®��

���

���

���

(1'�

where:

If you specify an invalid parameter name or if you specify a parameter that is not 
set in the initsid.ora file, GTW_SQL.GTW_GET_PARM returns a null value.

SDUPBYDU is a PL/SQL variable.

GEOLQN is the complete database link name.

3$50B1$0( is the name of the parameter whose value is to be retrieved. The 
parameter name must be in uppercase letters. Valid values for 
3$50B1$0( are any parameter set in the gateway initsid.ora file. 
See Appendix A and your gateway installation and user’s guide 
for more information.
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Executing Stored Procedures

Using Oracle Stored Procedures with the Gateway
The gateway stored procedure support is an extension of Oracle stored procedure 
and is supported only by SQL-based gateways. An Oracle stored procedure is a 
schema object that logically groups a set of SQL and other PL/SQL programming 
language statements together to perform a specific task. Oracle stored procedures 
are stored in the database for continued use. Applications use standard Oracle 
PL/SQL to execute stored procedures.

Oracle stored procedures can be located in a local instance of an Oracle server and a 
remote instance. 

This figure shows two stored procedures. RUDSURF� is a procedure stored in Oracle 
server 25$�, while RUDSURF� is a procedure stored in Oracle server 25$�.    

To maintain location transparency in the application you can create a synonym:

&5($7(�6<121<0�RUDSURF��)25�RUDSURF�#RUD��

3URJUDP�&RGH
�
�
RUDSURF���HQDPH�
HPSQR�VDO��
�
RUDSURF�#RUD��HQDPH�
HPSQR�VDO��
�
�
3URJUDP&RGH

'(&/$5(
�
�
%(*,1
�
�
83'$7(���RUDWDE�
�
�
,16(57���RUDWDE�#RUD�
�
�
(1'

oraproc1 Oracle 
Stored Procedure

Oracle Application

'(&/$5(
�
�
%(*,1
�
�
83'$7(���RUDWDE�
�
�
,16(57���RUDWDE�#RUD�
�
�
(1'

ORA2

ORA1

Oracle Server

oraproc2 Oracle 
Stored Procedure
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After this synonym is created, the application no longer needs to use the database 
link specification to execute the stored procedure at the remote Oracle instance. 

The second statement in RUDSURF� is used to access a table in ORA2. In the same 
way, Oracle stored procedures can be used to access tables in non-Oracle databases 
through the gateway. 

In this figure, empproc is an Oracle stored procedure which subsequently accesses 
data in a DB2 database using the gateway:

Standard PL/SQL statements are used to create and execute the procedure. There is 
no difference with the gateways, except the stored procedure is accessing DB2 
instead of Oracle. 

Using Non-Oracle Stored Procedures with the Gateway
The procedural feature of SQL-based gateways allows execution of non-Oracle 
stored procedures. In other words, the stored procedure is no longer defined in the 
Oracle database, but instead, is defined to a non-Oracle database such as Sybase or 
DB2. Again, standard Oracle PL/SQL statements are used by the Oracle application 
to execute the non-Oracle stored procedure. 

The gateway does not require special definitions to execute the non-Oracle stored 
procedure. Once the stored procedure is defined in the target database, the gateway 
is able to use the existing target database definition to execute the procedure.

3URJUDP�&RGH
�
�
HPSSURF�HPS
��SM�DFW�HPW�HPV�
��HUUH��W\SH��FRGH��
�
�
�
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�
�
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�
�
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�
�
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Oracle Transparent 
Gateway for DB2

Oracle Server

DB2

Oracle empproc 
Stored ProcedureOracle Application
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In this figure, an Oracle application calls the HPSSURF stored procedure defined to 
DB2:

From the application’s perspective, executing the DB2 stored procedure is no 
different than invoking a stored procedure at a remote Oracle instance. A code 
indicating the success or failure of executing the stored procedure is not returned, 
but error conditions are reported in PL/SQL error messages.

Considerations When Using Stored Procedures
Keep these considerations in mind when using or creating stored procedures:

■ Null data is not passed correctly between the gateway and a stored procedure. 
Passing null data to a stored procedure passes numeric zeros for number 
datatypes and zero length strings for character datatypes to and from the stored 
procedure.

■ When executing a non-Oracle stored procedure, you cannot pass PL/SQL 
records as parameters.

■ Commits or rollbacks imbedded in non-Oracle stored procedures cannot be 
controlled by the Oracle server transaction manager. Non-Oracle stored 
procedures that are executed through the gateway are part of an Oracle server 
managed distributed transaction. An Oracle COMMIT or ROLLBACK 
command either commits or rolls back changes issued through the target stored 
procedures. However, some databases allow commit or rollback statements to 
be imbedded in a stored procedure. This means the Oracle server transaction 
manager is unaware of the commit or rollback.

3URJUDP�&RGH
�
�
��V\VSURF�HPSSURF#GE��HPS�
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�
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Pass-Through Feature
Commands or statements available in a non-Oracle database can be passed from an 
application to the target database by the gateway. To ensure data integrity, a 
gateway might prevent certain commands or statements, such as COMMIT, from 
being passed.

Two procedures for executing pass-through commands are available:

■ GTW_SQL.GTWPASS

■ DBMS_HS_PASSTHROUGH.EXECUTE_IMMEDIATE

Using GTW_SQL.GTWPASS

Syntax of GTW_SQL.GTWPASS
The GTW_SQL.GTWPASS procedure of the gateway is used in a PL/SQL block to 
specify the command or statement to pass:

%(*,1

��*7:B64/�*7:3$66#GEOLQN�®FRPPDQG®��®GDWDEDVHBW\SH®��

(1'�

where:

Note: If DBMS_HS_PASSTHROUGH.EXECUTE_IMMEDIATE is 
supported for your gateway, Oracle Corporation recommends that 
you use it instead of GTW_SQL.GTWPASS. 

See your gateway installation and user’s guide to determine if 
DBMS_HS_PASSTHROUGH.EXECUTE_IMMEDIATE is 
supported.

GEOLQN is the complete database link name.

FRPPDQG is the command or statement to pass to the target database. 
Only one command or statement can be specified. Single 
quotation marks are required around FRPPDQG. See the 
Oracle7 Server SQL Reference for information about text literal 
notations.
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Examples of GTW_SQL.GTWPASS

Example 1:
In this example the Oracle Transparent Gateway for Sybase passes a Sybase 
CREATE TABLE command to a Sybase Version 10 database:

%(*,1

���*7:B64/�*7:3$66#6<%6�®&5($7(�7$%/(�H[���$�&+$5�����®�

���������®V\EDVH��®��

(1'�

The CREATE TABLE command is executed to create a table named H[� in the 
Sybase database. The GDWDEDVHBW\SH of V\EDVH�� is defined by the SET 
TARGET initialization parameter of the Oracle Transparent Gateway for Sybase.

GDWDEDVHBW\SH is an identifier for the type of database. The database type 
determines which commands the gateway restricts. Single 
quotation marks are required around GDWDEDVHBW\SH. This 
value is defined by the gateway, but how it is defined varies 
among the gateway products. See your gateway installation 
and user’s guide for more information.

If your gateway uses an initialization parameter to define the 
database type and supports the GTW_SQL.GTW_GET_
PARM procedure, you can use GTW_SQL.GTW_GET_PARM 
to pass the value of the initialization parameter to 
GTW_SQL.GTWPASS, ensuring you are passing the same 
value that was set during gateway initialization. See 
“Retrieving Initialization Parameter Values” on page 3-8.
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Example 2:
In this example the Oracle Transparent Gateway for IBM DRDA uses 
GTW_SQL.GTW_GET_PARM to retrieve the value of the TARGET parameter in the 
gateway initialization file, initsid.ora. The value is used for GDWDEDVHBW\SH.

'(&/$5(

��WDUJHWBYDU���9$5&+$5������

%(*,1���

��WDUJHWBYDU�� �*7:B64/�*7:B*(7B3$50#'5'$�®7$5*(7®��

��*7:B64/�*7:3$66#'5'$�®&5($7(�7$%/(�(;���$�&+$5�����®�

���������WDUJHWBYDU��

��*7:B64/�*7:3$66#'5'$�®,16(57�,172�(;��9$/8(6�®®),567B52:®®�®�

���������WDUJHWBYDU��

(1'�

Using DBMS_HS_PASSTHROUGH.EXECUTE_IMMEDIATE

Syntax of DBMS_HS_PASSTHROUGH.EXECUTE_IMMEDIATE
The DBMS_HS_PASSTHROUGH.EXECUTE_IMMEDIATE procedure of the 
gateway is used in a PL/SQL block to specify the command or statement to pass:

%(*,1

��'%06B+6B3$667+528*+�(;(&87(B,00(',$7(#GEOLQN�®FRPPDQG®��

(1'�

where:

GEOLQN is the complete database link name.

FRPPDQG is the command or statement to pass to the target database. Only one 
command or statement can be specified. Single quotation marks are 
required around FRPPDQG. See the Oracle7 Server SQL Reference for 
information about text literal notations.
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Example of DBMS_HS_PASSTHROUGH.EXECUTE_IMMEDIATE
In this example the Oracle Transparent Gateway for Sybase passes a Sybase 
CREATE TABLE command to a Sybase Version 10 database:

%(*,1

���'%06B+6B3$667+528*+�(;(&87(B,00(',$7(#6<%6�®&5($7(�

�������7$%/(�H[���%�&+$5�����®��

(1'�

The CREATE TABLE command is executed to create a table named H[� in the 
Sybase database.

Considerations When Using Pass-Through
■ You cannot roll back a committed transaction. SQL statements issued using the 

pass-through feature are part of an Oracle server managed distributed 
transaction. Each SQL statement passed through the Oracle server is either 
committed or rolled back by an Oracle COMMIT or ROLLBACK statement. 

This is also true for DDL operations if the target database allows DDL 
operations to be rolled back. If the SQL statements being passed through result 
in an implicit commit at the target database, the Oracle server transaction 
manager is unaware of the commit. This means that an Oracle ROLLBACK 
statement cannot be used to roll back the transaction.

■ The gateways restrict the use of a COMMIT and ROLLBACK statement. 
Depending on the gateway, additional restrictions apply, such as bind variables 
or SELECT statements. See your gateway installation and user’s guide for 
restrictions that apply to your gateway.
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Simple Network Management Protocol

This chapter provides an overview of the Simple Network Management Protocol 
(SNMP), a feature supported by Oracle Open Gateways, Version 4, when using 
Oracle7 Server Version 7.2.2 or higher.

Note: Not all Version 4 gateways support SNMP, depending on 
demand for the SNMP feature on that platform and datastore. Refer 
to your gateway’s installation guide to determine if your gateway 
provides SNMP support.
otocol 4-1



 

Simple Network Management Protocol
SNMP is the open standard for heterogeneous network management. Designed 
primarily for database, network, and system administrators, SNMP integrates the 
management of gateways into existing, widely used management systems. Gateway 
products running anywhere on a network can be located, identified, and monitored 
by a management station running at a centrally located node. 

Benefits of SNMP Support
The primary benefits of Oracle SNMP support include:

■ The monitoring of gateways is quickly integrated into any management 
framework based upon SNMP.

■ The gateways are located, identified, and monitored across networks of any 
size.

■ You can obtain the current status of gateways by using any of the variables 
defined in the gateway by a Management Information Base (MIB).

■ You can anticipate exceptional conditions or define thresholds to respond to 
special situations as soon as they occur or to enable automatic responses.

■ You can more readily determine key characteristics of the gateway, such as 
number of users, user activity level, performance, and CPU usage.

■ You can store and analyze historical data obtained through SNMP.

■ Providers of management applications can easily build customized solutions for 
Oracle customers because SNMP is an open standard.
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How SNMP Works
SNMP allows certain nodes in a network to query other network components or 
applications for information about their status and activities. Such a query is known 
as an SNMP poll. The items polled are called managed elements. 

The software used by a managing node is called a management framework or 
management platform. The management framework uses the SNMP protocol to 
request information from agents on the nodes being managed, and those agents 
send back the appropriate responses. The agents can also, independently of the 
framework, transmit messages called traps to other nodes in response to specific 
events. This allows quick and possibly automatic reactions to the conditions the 
traps indicate. This figure illustrates the components in the SNMP architecture:

All requests sent to a managed node are handled by a master agent. This agent 
redirects the requests to the appropriate sub-agent, for example, a gateway agent, 
on the node. The information obtained through SNMP is described in a structure 
called a MIB which is used on the managing and managed nodes.

SNMP

Managing Node Managed Node

Sub-
agents

MIBs

Master Agent

Services:
 operating system
 database
 gateway

Management 
Framework

 MIBs

Management 
Applications
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Gateway SNMP Architecture
A gateway configured for SNMP resides on a managed node with the master agent 
and its gateway agent, as shown in this figure:

Master Agent
The master agent sends incoming requests from the management framework to the 
gateway agent to process.

Gateway
Each gateway registers itself with the gateway agent when the gateway 
initialization parameter, SNMP_SUPPORT, is set to a level value other than OFF. 
Once registered, the gateway sends the agent information to store in the gateway 
MIB cache (the information is sent as soon as the gateway acquires it). This process 
ensures that the management framework can request the latest information about a 
gateway without interrupting it.

Gateway Agent
The gateway agent maintains a MIB cache for each registered gateway. All 
information received from a gateway is processed and stored in a cache entry 
reserved for that gateway. When the management framework requests gateway 
information, the gateway agent returns the latest information from the cache. The 
same cache also allows the gateway agent to correlate information between gateway 
instances and check for exception events.

 

    Gateway Agent

Gateway MIB

    Cache 

Gateway

   

Message Queue
Gateway Agent
    Controller

 Master Agent
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Message Queue
Communication between the gateways and the gateway agent is handled through 
messages. Every time a gateway has new information for the gateway agent, it 
sends a message to a message queue. The gateway agent regularly checks the 
message queue for new messages.

Gateway Agent Controller
The gateway agent is started and stopped by a gateway agent controller. The 
controller communicates with the gateway agent through the same message queue 
system as the gateways. 

Oracle Corporation supplies a gateway agent, gateway agent controller, and 
gateway MIB with each gateway that supports SNMP. After installing this software, 
you must configure and start the gateway and gateway agent using the information 
in this guide and in your gateway installation and user’s guide.

Master Agent
Usually, Oracle Corporation does not provide a master agent for your platform 
because the gateway is designed to work with the master agent supplied by your 
platform’s vendor. Sometimes a master agent will not work with multiple sub-
agents. In that case, Oracle Corporation provides a master agent with the gateway. 
See your gateway installation and user’s guide to determine which master agent to 
use.

Enabling the Gateway for SNMP
SNMP is enabled for the gateway with the SNMP_SUPPORT initialization 
parameter. This parameter must be included in the gateway initialization file and 
set to a value other than OFF before gateway information can be retrieved by 
management framework. See Appendix A for more information about 
SNMP_SUPPORT. See your gateway installation and user’s guide for more 
information about configuring the gateway for SNMP.

Gateway Agent
Oracle Corporation provides a gateway agent with the gateway. See your gateway 
installation user’s guide for information to install and administer the gateway 
agent.
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Configuring the Gateway Agent
The gateway agent is configured using the agent initialization file. Most of the 
gateway agent initialization parameters are for the gateway agent, but some 
parameters affect a gateway. Values affecting a gateway are used for all gateways 
registered with the agent. See your gateway installation and user’s guide for the 
name of this initialization file.

These agent initialization parameters are available and all are optional:

■ CONTACT_PERSON

■ CYCLE_TIME

■ IDLE_TIMEOUT

■ MAXIMUM_GATEWAY_INSTANCES

■ SHARED_MEMORY_SIZE

■ TARGET_DB_TIMEOUT

■ TRACE_FILE

For more information about initialization files, gateway parameters, and gateway 
agent parameters, see Appendix A and your gateway installation and user’s guide.

Gateway Agent Controller
The gateway agent is administered by an agent controller called gtwctl. This agent 
is provided with your gateway. Run gtwctl at the UNIX prompt on the machine 
where the gateway is installed. The syntax is:

JWZFWO�^VWDUW�_�VWDUW�WUDFLQJ�_�VWDUW�ZLWK�WUDFLQJ�_�

���������VWDWXV�_�VWRS�_�VWRS�WUDFLQJ`

where:

VWDUW starts the gateway agent.

VWDUW�WUDFLQJ enables tracing for a gateway agent that is already running. 
The trace information is written to the file specified by the 
agent gateway initialization parameter TRACE_FILE. If a file 
is not specified with TRACE_FILE, the information is written 
to $ORACLE_HOME/network/trace/gtwagentpid.trc, where 
pid is the process ID of the gateway agent.
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For more information on TRACE_FILE, see Appendix A.

When tracing is enabled for the gateway agent, the agent trace file contains 
information such as:

■ the time when a gateway instance or session was registered with the agent

■ exception events (traps)

■ runtime errors from the agent

These are sample trace file entries:

0DVWHU�DJHQW�VXSSRUWV�URZ�UHJLVWHULQJ

5HJLVWHUHG�JDWHZD\�DJHQW�DW�6103�PDVWHU�DJHQW

6HQG�DJHQW�VWDWH�FKDQJH����

5HFHLYHG�VWRS�FRPPDQG�

6HQG�DJHQW�VWDWH�FKDQJH����

'H�UHJLVWHU�JDWHZD\�DJHQW�ZLWK�WKH�6103�PDVWHU�DJHQW

*DWHZD\�$JHQW�LV�H[LWLQJ�������

VWDUW�ZLWK�

WUDFLQJ

starts a gateway and enables tracing. The trace information is 
written to the file specified by the agent gateway initialization 
parameter TRACE_FILE. If a file is not specified with 
TRACE_FILE, the information is written to 
$ORACLE_HOME /network/trace/gtwagentpid.trc, where 
pid is the process ID of the gateway agent.

VWDWXV displays a message indicating whether the gateway agent is 
running.

VWRS stops the gateway agent.

VWRS�WUDFLQJ stops tracing for a gateway agent that is already running but 
does not stop the gateway agent.
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Gateway MIB
If your gateway supports SNMP, a MIB is included on the gateway distribution CD-
ROM. The MIB variables common to all gateways are grouped into these tables:

■ oraGwAgent (1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.1)

■ oraGwConfig (1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.2)

■ oraGwInstanceRuntime (1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.1)

■ oraGwParams (1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.3)

■ oraGwPerform (1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.5)

■ oraGwSessionRuntime (1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2)

■ oraGwTraps (1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.2)

For descriptions of MIB variables specific to a gateway, see your gateway 
installation and user’s guide. For more information about SNMP and how to use a 
private MIB to collect information about a gateway, see the Oracle SNMP Support 
Reference Guide.

The variables in each gateway MIB table are described in this format:

variable name

Syntax Maps to the SYNTAX element of SNMP Version 2 definition.

Status Maps to the STATUS element of SNMP definition, Version 2. 
The STATUS element is not included in the gateway MIB 
variable descriptions because Oracle implemented all MIB 
variables as CURRENT.

Explanation Describes the function, use, and derivation of the variable. For 
example, a variable might be derived from a particular 
configuration file parameter or performance table field.

Related Variables Lists other variables in this MIB, or other MIBs implemented 
by Oracle, that relate in some way to this variable. For 
example, the value of this variable might derive from that of 
another MIB variable. Or perhaps the value of this variable 
varies inversely to that of another variable. Knowing this 
information helps you choose the graphic displays of related 
MIB variables. 
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oraGwAgent Table
The oraGwAgent table provides information about the gateway agent. This table’s 
variables and corresponding object IDs are:

oraGwAgentIndex

Variable Name Object ID

oraGwAgentIndex 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.1.1.1

oraGwAgentTitle 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.1.1.2

oraGwAgentVersion 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.1.1.3

oraGwAgentContactPerson 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.1.1.4

oraGwAgentStartTime 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.1.1.5

oraGwAgentTraceFile 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.1.1.6

oraGwAgentTrace 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.1.1.7

oraGwAgentMaximumGwInstances 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.1.1.8

oraGwAgentCurrentGwInstances 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.1.1.9

oraGwAgentAccumulatedGwInstances 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.1.1.10

oraGwAgentState 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.1.1.11

oraGwAgentSharedMemoryId 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.1.1.12

oraGwAgentSharedMemorySize 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.1.1.13

oraGwAgentHwmSharedMemory 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.1.1.14

oraGwAgentIdleTimeOutPeriod 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.1.1.15

oraGwAgentTargetDbTimeOutPeriod 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.1.1.16

Syntax Integer

Max-Access read-only

Explanation A numeric index that uniquely identifies the gateway agent at 
the host machine running the agent.
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oraGwAgentTitle

oraGwAgentVersion

oraGwAgentContactPerson

oraGwAgentStartTime

oraGwAgentTraceFile

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The product name of the gateway agent.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The version number of the gateway agent.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The contact person for the gateway agent. This field is free 
format and can hold other information, such as a telephone 
number, beeper number, or electronic mail address.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The start time of the gateway agent.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The full pathname for the trace file of the gateway agent.
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oraGwAgentTrace

oraGwAgentMaximumGwInstances

oraGwAgentCurrentGwInstances

oraGwAgentAccumulatedGwInstances

Syntax Integer

Max-Access read-only

Explanation Indicates whether tracing is enabled for the gateway:   

1 -- tracing is enabled
2 -- tracing is not enabled 

Syntax Integer

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The maximum number of active gateway instances that can be 
registered simultaneously with the gateway agent.

Syntax Gauge32

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The current number of active gateway instances registered by the 
gateway agent.

Syntax Counter32

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The accumulated number of gateway instances registered by the 
gateway agent.
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oraGwAgentState

oraGwAgentSharedMemoryId

oraGwAgentSharedMemorySize

oraGwAgentHwmSharedMemory

Syntax Integer 

Max-Access read-only

Explanation Indicates the state of the gateway agent:         

1 -- agent is up
2 -- agent is down 

This variable is only obtained when the agent is up and therefore 
is always 1. 

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The ID of the shared memory area used by the gateway agent 
and gateway sessions to exchange information.

Syntax Integer

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The size of the shared memory area used by the gateway agent 
and gateway sessions to exchange information.

Syntax Counter32

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The highest amount of shared memory used by the gateway 
agent and gateway sessions.
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oraGwAgentIdleTimeOutPeriod

oraGwAgentTargetDbTimeOutPeriod

oraGwConfig Table
The oraGwConfig table provides configuration information about the gateway and 
the target data source. This table’s variables and corresponding object IDs are:

Syntax Integer 

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The period of time, in seconds, allowed by the gateway agent for 
a gateway session to wait for another request from the Oracle 
server. If the waiting time exceeds the limit of the gateway agent, 
the agent generates the SNMP trap 
oraGwTrapsGwSessionIdleTimeOut.

Syntax Integer 

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The period of time, in seconds, allowed by the gateway agent for 
a gateway session to wait for a response from the target data 
source. If the response time exceeds the limit of the gateway 
agent, the agent generates the SNMP trap 
oraGwTrapsGwSessionTargetDbTimeOut.

Variable Name Object ID

oraGwInstanceIndex 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.2.1.1

oraGwConfigProductTitle 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.2.1.2

oraGwConfigProductVersion 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.2.1.3

oraGwConfigProductStatus 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.2.1.4

oraGwConfigGatewayType 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.2.1.5

oraGwConfigGatewaySid 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.2.1.6

oraGwConfigInstallDirectory 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.2.1.7

oraGwConfigTargetDbServer 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.2.1.8

oraGwConfigTargetDbName 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.2.1.9
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oraGwInstanceIndex

oraGwConfigProductTitle

oraGwConfigProductVersion

oraGwConfigProductStatus

oraGwConfigTargetDbVersion 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.2.1.10

Syntax Integer

Max-Access read-only

Explanation A numeric index that uniquely identifies the gateway 
instance from other gateway instances on the same node.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The product name of the gateway. For example, Oracle 
Transparent Gateway for Sybase.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The version of the gateway. For example, 4.0.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The production status of the gateway: Alpha, Beta, or 
Production.

Variable Name Object ID
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oraGwConfigGatewayType

oraGwConfigGatewaySid

oraGwConfigInstallDirectory

Syntax Integer

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The type of gateway product:          

1 -- SQL-based gateway
2 -- procedural gateway
3 -- file-based gateway
4 -- SQL-based with the procedural feature

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The value of the environment variable GATEWAY_SID. The 
gateway process requires GATEWAY_SID to open the correct 
initialization file under the root directory as indicated by 
oraGwConfigInstallDirectory.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The full pathname for the root directory of the gateway. The 
gateway instance uses this pathname to locate its messages 
files, configuration files, and log files.
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oraGwConfigTargetDbServer

oraGwConfigTargetDbName

oraGwConfigTargetDbVersion

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The name or ID of the database server. For some 
databases, the server ID is the same as the value of the 
variable oraGwConfigTargetDbName. This variable does 
not apply to all gateway types. 

Related Variables oraGwConfigTargetDbName

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The name or ID of the database. For some databases, the 
database name is the same as the value of the variable 
oraGwConfigTargetDatabaseServer. This variable does not 
apply to all gateway types.

Related Variables oraGwConfigTargetDatabaseServer

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The version of the target database. For example, for an 
INFORMIX-Online server: 5.02 UC1.
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oraGwInstanceRuntime Table
The oraGwInstanceRuntime table provides runtime information about a gateway 
instance and its sessions. These values change over the lifetime of the instance. 

Some Oracle gateways permit a gateway instance to have more than one session 
running at the same time. The SNMP information gathered for these sessions is 
collected with the SNMP variables in this table. See your gateway’s installation and 
user’s guide to determine if your gateway supports multiple sessions.

The oraGwInstanceRuntime table variables and corresponding object IDs are:

oraGwInstanceRuntimeStartTime

oraGwInstanceRuntimeCurrentGwSessions

Variable Name Object ID

oraGwInstanceRuntimeStartTime 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.1.1.1

oraGwInstanceRuntimeCurrentGwSessions 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.1.1.2

oraGwInstanceRuntimeAccumulatedGwSessions 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.1.1.3

oraGwInstanceRuntimeTimedOutGwSessions 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.1.1.4

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The start time of the gateway instance.

Syntax Gauge32

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The current number of running gateway sessions created by 
the gateway instance since it started.
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oraGwInstanceRuntimeAccumulatedGwSessions

oraGwInstanceRuntimeTimedOutGwSessions

oraGwParams Table
The oraGwParams table provides information that corresponds to the gateway 
initialization parameters. This table’s variables and corresponding object IDs are:

Syntax Counter32

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The accumulated number of gateway sessions created by the 
gateway instance.

Syntax Gauge32

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The current number of gateway sessions that have timed out. 
The oraGwSessionRuntimeTimeOut variable of each 
gateway session indicates whether a session has timed out.

Variable Name Object ID

oraGwParamsTransactionMode 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.3.1.1

oraGwParamsTransactionLogTable 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.3.1.2

oraGwParamsTransactionRecoveryAccount 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.3.1.3

oraGwParamsLogFile 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.3.1.4

oraGwParamsLogFileSize 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.3.1.5

oraGwParamsSnmpSupport 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.3.1.6

oraGwParamsLanguage 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.3.1.7

oraGwParamsDbDomain 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.3.1.8

oraGwParamsDbName 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.3.1.9

oraGwParamsCommitPointStrength 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.3.1.10

oraGwParamsMaximumCursors 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.3.1.11

oraGwParamsSqlTrace 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.3.1.12
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oraGwParamsTransactionModel

oraGwParamsResolveBinds 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.3.1.13

oraGwParamsNlsDateFormat 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.3.1.14

oraGwParamsNlsDateLanguage 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.3.1.15

oraGwParamsMaxSizeTableCache 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.3.1.16

oraGwParamsOrderByOff 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.3.1.17

oraGwParamsGroupByOff 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.3.1.18

oraGwParamsSupportingDb 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.3.1.19

Syntax Integer

Max-Access read-only

Explanation Indicates the transaction mode of the gateway:

1 -- READ-ONLY
2 -- SINGLE-SITE
3 -- COMMIT-CONFIRM
4 -- TWO-PHASE COMMIT
5 -- TWO-PHASE COMMIT/COMMIT-CONFIRM

This variable corresponds to the gateway initialization 
parameter TRANSACTION_MODEL. See your gateway 
installation and user’s guide for more information about 
TRANSACTION_MODEL.

This variable does not apply to all gateways.

Variable Name Object ID
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oraGwParamsTransactionLogTable

oraGwParamsTransactionRecoveryAccount

oraGwParamsLogFile

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The table name at the target database that is used to log 
pending transactions. This variable corresponds to the 
gateway initialization parameter TRANSACTION_LOG_
TABLE. See your gateway installation and user’s guide for 
more information about TRANSACTION_LOG_TABLE.

This variable does not apply to all gateways.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The user name at the target database that is used for 
transaction control and recovery. This variable corresponds 
to the gateway initialization parameter RECOVERY_
ACCOUNT. See your gateway installation and user’s guide 
for more information about RECOVERY_ACCOUNT.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The full pathname of the gateway log file. This variable 
corresponds to the gateway initialization parameter LOG_
DESTINATION. See Appendix A for more information 
about LOG_DESTINATION.
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oraGwParamsLogFileSize

oraGwParamsSnmpSupport

oraGwParamsLanguage

Syntax Integer

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The maximum size in bytes of the gateway log file. This 
variable corresponds to the gateway initialization parameter 
MAX_LOG_SIZE. See Appendix A for more information 
about MAX_LOG_SIZE.

Syntax Integer

Max-Access read-only

Explanation Indicates the level of SNMP support for the gateway:

1 -- CONFIGURATION
2 -- PERFORMANCE
3 -- PREVENTIVE
4 -- RUNTIME

This variable corresponds to the gateway initialization 
parameter SNMP_SUPPORT. See Appendix A for more 
information about SNMP_SUPPORT.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The language specified for the gateway. The language can 
be changed at runtime. This variable corresponds to the 
environment variable NLS_LANG. See the Oracle7 Server 
Reference for more information about NLS_LANG.

Related Variables oraGwSessionRuntimeCurrentLanguage
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oraGwParamsDbDomain

oraGwParamsDbName

oraGwParamsCommitPointStrength

oraGwParamsMaximumCursors

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The domain name of the gateway. This variable corresponds 
to the gateway initialization parameter DB_DOMAIN. See 
Appendix A for more information about DB_DOMAIN.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The database name of the gateway. This variable 
corresponds to the gateway initialization parameter 
DB_NAME. See Appendix A for more information about 
DB_NAME.

Syntax Integer 

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The commit point strength of the gateway. This variable 
corresponds to the gateway initialization parameter 
COMMIT_POINT_STRENGTH. See Appendix A for more 
information about COMMIT_POINT_STRENGTH.

Syntax Integer

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The maximum numbers of cursors that can be opened for a 
gateway session. This variable corresponds to the gateway 
initialization parameter OPEN_CURSORS. See Appendix A 
for more information about OPEN_CURSORS.
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oraGwParamsSqlTrace

oraGwParamsResolveBinds

oraGwParamsNlsDateFormat

Syntax TruthValue

Max-Access read-only

Explanation Indicates whether SQL tracing is enabled for the gateway. 
This variable corresponds to the gateway initialization 
parameter SQL_TRACE. See Appendix A for more 
information about SQL_TRACE.

Syntax TruthValue

Max-Access read-only

Explanation Indicates if bind variables in a SQL statement are resolved 
by the gateway before the translated SQL statement is sent 
to the database. This variable corresponds to the gateway 
initialization parameter RESOLVE_BINDS. See Appendix A 
for more information about RESOLVE_BINDS.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The date format used by the database. This variable 
corresponds to the gateway initialization parameter 
NLS_DATE_FORMAT. See Appendix A for more 
information about NLS_DATE_FORMAT.
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oraGwParamsNlsDateLanguage

oraGwParamsMaxSizeTableCache

oraGwParamsOrderByOff

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The language used for date and month names, and date 
abbreviations as used by the database. This variable 
corresponds to the gateway initialization parameter 
NLS_DATE_LANGUAGE. See Appendix A for more 
information about NLS_DATE_LANGUAGE.

Syntax Integer

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The maximum size of the gateway’s table cache (the 
maximum number of table descriptions that can be stored). 
This variable corresponds to the gateway initialization 
parameter DESCRIBE_CACHE_HWM. See Appendix A for 
more information about DESCRIBE_CACHE_HWM.

Syntax TruthValue

Max-Access read-only

Explanation Indicates whether ORDER BY clauses in SQL statements are 
forwarded to the database or post-processed by the Oracle 
server. This variable corresponds to the gateway 
initialization parameter ORDER_BY_OFF. See Appendix A 
for more information about ORDER_BY_OFF.
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oraGwParamsGroupByOff

oraGwParamsSupportingDb

oraGwPerform Table
The oraGwPerform table provides performance information about the gateway. 
This table’s variables and corresponding object IDs are:

Syntax TruthValue

Max-Access read-only

Explanation Indicates whether GROUP BY clauses in SQL statements are 
forwarded to the database or post-processed by the Oracle 
server. This variable corresponds to the gateway 
initialization parameter GROUP_BY_OFF. See Appendix A 
for more information about GROUP_BY_OFF.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The ID or name of the supporting database. This variable 
corresponds to the file-based gateway initialization 
parameter SUPPORTING_DB. See Appendix A for more 
information about SUPPORTING_DB.

Variable Name Object ID

oraGwPerformUserCpuUsed 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.5.1.1.1

oraGwPerformSystemCpuUsed 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.5.1.1.2

oraGwPerformIdleTime 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.5.1.1.3
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oraGwPerformUserCpuUsed

oraGwPerformSystemCpuUsed

oraGwPerformIdleTime

oraGwSessionRuntime Table
The oraGwSessionRuntime table provides runtime information about a gateway’s 
session. If there is more than one session for a gateway instance, SNMP information 
is collected for each session. The values change during the session. 

This table’s variables and corresponding object IDs are:

Syntax TimeTicks

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The user CPU time used by the gateway session since the session 
began. User CPU time is the time spent from the moment the 
gateway issues a command to receiving a response for it. The time 
is in units of 1/100 of a second.

Syntax TimeTicks

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The system CPU time used by the gateway session since the 
session began. This is the time the system spends processing a 
command from the gateway. The time is in units of 1/100 of a 
second.

Syntax TimeTicks

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The amount of time the gateway session has been idle since the 
session began. The time is in units of 1/100 of a second.

Variable Name Object ID

oraGwSessionIndex 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.1

oraGwSessionRuntimeStartTime 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.2

oraGwSessionRuntimeLogFile 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.3
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oraGwSessionRuntimeTransactionId 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.4

oraGwSessionRuntimeCommitedTransactions 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.5

oraGwSessionRuntimeRolledBackTransactions 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.6

oraGwSessionRuntimeClientHostId 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.7

oraGwSessionRuntimeClientTermId 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.8

oraGwSessionRuntimeClientProgramName 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.0

oraGwSessionRuntimeClientPID 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.10

oraGwSessionRuntimeClientOracleUser 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.11

oraGwSessionRuntimeClientOSUser 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.2

oraGwSessionRuntimeCurrentLanguage 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.13

oraGwSessionRuntimeTimeStampLastActivity 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.14

oraGwSessionRuntimeLastActivity 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.15

oraGwSessionRuntimeCursorsOpen 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.16

oraGwSessionRuntimeCursorsHwm 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.17

oraGwSessionRuntimeInComingSql 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.18

oraGwSessionRuntimeOutGoingSql 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.19

oraGwSessionRuntimeFetchedRows 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.20

oraGwSessionRuntimeFetchedRowsHwm 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.21

oraGwSessionRuntimeAffectedRows 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.22

oraGwSessionRuntimeAffectedRowsHwm 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.23

oraGwSessionRuntimeSizeTableCache 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.24

oraGwSessionRuntimeTableCacheHwm 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.25

oraGwSessionRuntimeTargetDatabaseUser 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.26

oraGwSessionRuntimeTargetProcedureName 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.27

oraGwSessionRuntimeTimedOut 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.1.4.2.1.28

Variable Name Object ID
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oraGwSessionIndex

oraGwSessionRuntimeStartTime

oraGwSessionRuntimeLogFile

oraGwSessionRuntimeTransactionId

Syntax Integer 

Max-Access read-only

Explanation A numeric index that uniquely identifies the gateway 
session from other gateway sessions created by the same 
gateway instance.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The start time of the gateway session.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The full pathname of the gateway log file. If the gateway 
initialization parameter LOG_DESTINATION was not set, 
this variable indicates the file specification as generated by 
the gateway session. See Appendix A for more information 
about LOG_DESTINATION.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The transaction ID of the current transaction processed by 
the gateway. If there is no transaction pending or if the 
gateway does not support transactions, the variable is an 
empty string.
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oraGwSessionRuntimeCommittedTransactions

oraGwSessionRuntimeRolledBackTransactions

oraGwSessionRuntimeClientHostId

oraGwSessionRuntimeClientTermId

oraGwSessionRuntimeClientProgramName

Syntax Counter32

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The number of completed committed transactions.

Syntax Counter32

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The number of rolled back transactions.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The host ID of the client program that initiated the gateway 
session.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The terminal ID of the client program that initiated the 
gateway session.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The name of the client program that initiated the gateway 
session.
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oraGwSessionRuntimeClientPID

oraGwSessionRuntimeClientOracleUser

oraGwSessionRuntimeClientOSUser

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The process ID of the client program that initiated the 
gateway session. The process ID relates to the host as 
described by the oraGwSessionRuntimeClientHostId 
variable.

Related Variables oraGwSessionRuntimeClientHostId

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The Oracle account used by the client program that initiated 
the gateway session.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The operating system user ID for the client program that 
initiated the gateway session. The name relates to the host 
as described by the oraGwSessionRuntimeClientHostId 
variable.

Related Variables oraGwSessionRuntimeClientHostId
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oraGwSessionRuntimeCurrentLanguage

oraGwSessionRuntimeTimeStampLastActivity

oraGwSessionRuntimeLastActivity

oraGwSessionRuntimeCursorsOpen

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The language currently used by the gateway. An ALTER 
SESSION NLS command at the client side changes the value 
of this variable. The value can differ from the Language 
variable.

Related Variables oraGwParamsLanguage

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The time the last activity, such as a query or update, was 
noticed for the gateway session.

Related Variables oraGwSessionRuntimeLastActivity

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation A description of the last SQL statement executed in the 
gateway session.

Syntax Gauge32

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The current number of cursors opened in the gateway 
session. This variable only applies to SQL and file-based 
gateways.
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oraGwSessionRuntimeCursorsHwm

oraGwSessionRuntimeInComingSql

oraGwSessionRuntimeOutGoingSql

oraGwSessionRuntimeFetchedRows

Syntax Counter32

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The highest number of cursors opened at the same time in 
the gateway session. This variable only applies to SQL and 
file-based gateways.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The text of the last incoming SQL statement as sent by the 
Oracle server to the gateway. This variable only applies to 
SQL and file-based gateways.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The text of the last outgoing SQL statement as sent by the 
gateway to the database. This variable only applies to SQL-
based gateways.

Syntax Counter32

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The number of rows retrieved so far for the last executed 
SQL query of the gateway session. If the cursor is closed 
and opened again for the same query, the counter is reset. 
This variable only applies to SQL and file-based gateways.
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oraGwSessionRuntimeFetchedRowsHwm

oraGwSessionRuntimeAffectedRows

oraGwSessionRuntimeAffectedRowsHwm

oraGwSessionRuntimeSizeTableCache

Syntax Counter32

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The highest number of rows ever retrieved by a query for 
the gateway session. This variable only applies to SQL and 
file-based gateways.

Syntax Counter32

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The number of rows inserted, deleted or updated by the last 
executed SQL statement of the gateway session. This 
variable only applies to SQL-based gateways.

Syntax Counter32

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The number of rows inserted, deleted or updated by any 
executed SQL statement of the gateway session. This 
variable only applies to SQL-based gateways.

Syntax Gauge32

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The current number of table descriptions in the gateway 
session’s table cache. This variable only applies to SQL-
based gateways.
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oraGwSessionRuntimeTableCacheHwm

oraGwSessionRuntimeTargetDatabaseUser

oraGwSessionRuntimeTargetProcedureName

oraGwTraps Table
The oraGwTraps table provides exception event information about the gateway 
environment. This table’s variables and corresponding object IDs are:

Syntax Counter32

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The highest number of table descriptions that were stored in 
the gateway session’s table cache. This variable only applies 
to SQL-based gateways.

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The name of the account that is used to connect to the 
database. This name can differ from the Oracle user name in 
the oraGwSessionRuntimeClientUser variable.

Related Variables oraGwSessionRuntimeClientUser

Syntax DisplayString

Max-Access read-only

Explanation The name of the target procedure name or transaction 
program name that is being executed. This variable only 
applies to procedural gateways or SQL-based gateways 
with the procedural feature.

Variable Name Object ID

oraGwTrapsAgent StateChange 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.2.1

oraGwTrapsLogFileOverFlow 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.2.2

oraGwTrapsRecoveryStarted 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.2.3
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oraGwTrapsAgentStateChange

oraGwTrapsLogFileOverFlow

oraGwTrapsRecoveryStarted

oraGwTrapsTargetDbDown 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.2.4

oraGwTrapsGwSessionTargetDbTimeOut 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.2.5

oraGwTrapsGwSessionIdleTimeOut 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.2.6

oraGwTrapsGwSupportingDbDown 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.2.7

oraGwTrapsMessageQueueFull 1.3.6.1.4.1.111.11.2.8

Explanation The gateway agent changed states: it was started or 
stopped. The new agent’s status is sent when this trap 
occurs.

Related Variable oraGwAgentState

Explanation The size of the gateway log file exceeded its maximum size. 
The gateway has stopped writing to it. The full pathname of 
the log file is sent when this trap occurs.

Related Variable oraGwSessionRuntimeLogFile

Explanation The Oracle server transaction coordinator has started 
recovery for a gateway that failed in the middle of 
completing a distributed transaction. The transaction ID 
that is being recovered is sent when this trap occurs.

Related Variable oraGwSessionRuntimeTransactionId

Variable Name Object ID
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oraGwTrapsTargetDbDown

oraGwTrapsGwSessionTargetDbTimeout

oraGwTrapsGwSessionIdleTimeOut

oraGwTrapsSupportingDbDown

oraGwTrapsMessageQueueFull

Explanation The target database is down. The name of the database is 
sent when this trap occurs.

Related Variable oraGwSessionIndex

Explanation The gateway session timed out while waiting for a response 
from the target database. This might happen because the 
database is busy or has stopped. The ID of the gateway 
session is sent when this trap occurs.

Related Variable oraGwSessionIndex

Explanation The gateway session timed out while waiting for a response 
from the Oracle server. This might happen because the 
client application is idle or was stopped. The ID of the 
gateway session is sent when this trap occurs.

Related Variable oraGwSessionIndex

Explanation The supporting database is down. The name of the support 
database is sent when this trap occurs. This trap applies 
only to file-based gateways.

Related Variable oraGwParamSupportingDb

Explanation The message queue for the gateway agent is full and 
subsequent information about the gateway instances or 
sessions is lost. The size of the message queue is sent when 
this trap occurs.

Related Variable oraGwAgentSharedMemorySize
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A

Initialization Parameters

This appendix describes the gateway initialization parameters common to 
procedural and SQL-based gateways, and the SNMP gateway agent initialization 
parameters. See your gateway installation and user’s guide for additional 
parameters.
eters A-1



 

Gateway Initialization File
A gateway cannot start unless there is a gateway initialization file. The initialization 
file contains parameters used to customize the behavior of the gateway. Set the 
parameters after installing the gateway.

A gateway initialization file contains spaces, parameter assignments, and 
comments, separated by delimiters. Parameter assignments use this syntax:

3$5$0(7(5B1$0(

or

3$5$0(7(5B1$0(� �YDOXH��>�>��YDOXH�@�����@

For example:

/,67

'%B1$0(� �*7:

(5525B/2**,1*� �758(

(55257$*� �3,'��767$03��8,'

Syntax Rules
Follow these rules when assigning parameter values:

■ A delimiter is one or more of these characters: 

– space, created by pressing the space bar

– tab, created by pressing the [Tab] key

– new line, created by pressing the [Return] key

■ Some parameter assignments do not have values.

■ Parameter assignments that have values require an equal (=) character between 
the parameter name and values. The equal character can be preceded or 
followed by a space.

■ Parameter assignments are separated by one or more spaces.

■ Enclosing a string value with single (’) or double (") quotation character creates 
a quoted string parameter value. For example, "Payroll" is a quoted string.

■ A parameter value can be a numeric, string, or quoted string.

■ All non-quoted string values are converted to uppercase.

■ Use a quoted string for parameter values when lowercase is required or when 
the value contains spaces, tabs, special characters, or escape characters.
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■ A new line character cannot be used in a parameter value, even if the value is a 
quoted string.

■ All parameters are optional, except DB_NAME.

■ Parameter assignments are read in the order specified. When a parameter is 
specified more than once, the latest one overrides the previous setting.

■ Use a hash (#) character to introduce a comment. A space must precede a hash 
character introducing a comment on a line with a parameter assignment.

■ All text after a comment character up to a new line character is ignored.

■ A hash (#) character within a quoted string does not introduce a comment.

Use a backslash (\) character as an escape character in a quoted string to allow 
special characters. For example, this string:

GXD�®GDWDVHW��?�����

is entered as:

/2*B'(67,1$7,21� �®GXD�?®GDWDVHW��??�����®

A special character is a backslash or a quote character that starts the quoted 
string. If a single quote starts a string, a double quote does not need an escape 
character. If a double quote starts a string, a single quote does not need an 
escape character.

Gateway Initialization Parameters
This table lists all common initialization parameters and indicates which gateway 
type uses them:

Parameter SQL-Based Procedural

COMMIT_POINT_STRENGTH ✓ ✓

DB_DOMAIN ✓ ✓

DB_INTERNAL_NAME ✓ ✓

DB_NAME ✓ ✓

DESCRIBE_CACHE_HWM ✓

ERROR_LOGGING ✓ ✓

ERROR_REPORTING ✓ ✓
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COMMIT_POINT_STRENGTH

The gateway COMMIT_POINT_STRENGTH parameter has the same function as 
the Oracle COMMIT_POINT_STRENGTH parameter. 

ERRORTAG ✓ ✓

GROUP_BY_OFF ✓

IFILE ✓ ✓

INCREMENT_CURSORS ✓

INIT_CURSORS ✓

LANGUAGE ✓

LIST ✓ ✓

LOG_DESTINATION ✓ ✓

MAX_LOG_SIZE ✓ ✓

NLS_DATE_FORMAT ✓ ✓

NLS_DATE_LANGUAGE ✓ ✓

OPEN_CURSORS ✓

ORDER_BY_OFF ✓

RESOLVE_BINDS ✓

ROWID_CACHE_SIZE ✓

SET ✓ ✓

SNMP_SUPPORT ✓ ✓

SQL_TRACE ✓

TRIM_CURSORS ✓

Gateway: SQL-based and procedural

Default value: None

Range of values: 0 to 255

Syntax: &200,7B32,17B675(1*7+� �VWUHQJWKBQXPEHU

Parameter SQL-Based Procedural
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Set COMMIT_POINT_STRENGTH to a value relative to the importance of your site 
becoming the commit point site in a distributed transaction. The Oracle server or 
gateway server with the highest commit point strength becomes the commit point 
site. To ensure that your gateway server never becomes the commit point site, set 
the value of COMMIT_POINT_STRENGTH to zero. 

COMMIT_POINT_STRENGTH only has effect when your gateway supports two-
phase commit transaction types. For all other transaction types, the gateway ignores 
COMMIT_POINT_STRENGTH. The two-phase commit setting in the capability 
table is used to determine the transaction capability type. See Chapter 2 for more 
information about transaction types. Oracle distributed transaction handling is 
described in the Oracle7 Server Concepts.

DB_DOMAIN

DB_DOMAIN specifies a unique network sub-address for the gateway. 
DB_DOMAIN is used in a similar fashion to the Oracle server equivalent, which is 
described in the Oracle7 Server Administrator’s Guide and the Oracle7 Server Reference. 
DB_DOMAIN is required if you use Oracle name services.

DB_INTERNAL_NAME

DB_INTERNAL_NAME specifies a unique hexadecimal number identifying the 
gateway. This parameter’s value is used as part of a transaction ID when global 

Gateway: SQL-based and procedural

Default value: WORLD

Range of values: 1 to 119 characters

Syntax: '%B'20$,1� �GRPDLQBQDPH

Note: DB_NAME and DB_DOMAIN in combination must also be 
unique.

Gateway: SQL-based and procedural

Default value: 01010101

Range of values: 1 to 16 hexadecimal characters

Syntax: '%B,17(51$/B1$0(� �KH[BQXPEHU
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name services are activated. Not choosing a unique number can cause problems 
when two-phase commit recovery actions are necessary for a transaction.

DB_NAME

A unique alphanumeric name for the database given to the gateway. This name 
identifies the server within the cooperative server environment. 

DB_NAME is required. The gateway does not start up unless the DB_NAME 
parameter is specified.

For gateway products, DB_NAME must be the same as the gateway SID. 
DB_NAME is the internal name and the gateway SID is the external name for the 
gateway. For more information, see your gateway installation and user’s guide.

For procedural gateways, GDWDEDVH is used as a prefix in the naming of the 
gateway data dictionary views in the gateway data dictionary. Also see 
DB_DOMAIN. 

DESCRIBE_CACHE_HWM

DESCRIBE_CACHE_HWM specifies the maximum number of entries in the 
describe cache used by the gateway server. This limit is known as the describe cache 
high water mark. The cache contains descriptions of the mapped tables that the 
gateway server reuses rather than reaccessing the data source. Increasing the high 
water mark improves gateway performance, especially if many mapped tables are 
accessed. However, increasing the high water mark improves performance at the 
cost of memory usage. 

Gateway: SQL-based and procedural

Default value: None

Range of values: 1 to 8 characters

Syntax: '%B1$0(� �GDWDEDVH

Gateway: SQL-based only

Default value: 100

Range of values: 1 to 4000

Syntax: '(6&5,%(B&$&+(B+:0� �QXPEHUBRIBHQWULHV
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ERROR_LOGGING

ERROR_LOGGING controls whether error messages are sent to the log file. Setting 
it to TRUE turns on error logging; FALSE turns off error logging. The default is 
TRUE.

See also LOG_DESTINATION.

ERROR_REPORTING

ERROR_REPORTING controls the reporting of target system errors to the Oracle 
client application which accessed the gateway. Set ERROR_REPORTING to FALSE 
to turn off the reporting of target system errors. The default is TRUE which turns on 
the reporting of target system errors.

If ERROR_LOGGING is set to TRUE, the target system error is written to the log 
file.

Whenever the gateway server receives a target system error, it always returns an 
ORA-9100 to ORA-9199 message to the Oracle client application, regardless of the 
setting of ERROR_REPORTING.

See also LOG_DESTINATION.

Gateway: SQL-based and procedural

Default value: TRUE

Range of values: TRUE or FALSE 

Syntax: (5525B/2**,1*� �^758(�_�)$/6(`

Gateway: SQL-based and procedural

Default value: TRUE

Range of values: TRUE or FALSE 

Syntax: (5525B5(3257,1*� �^758(�_�)$/6(`
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ERRORTAG

ERRORTAG specifies the kinds of information to write to the error log:

The gateway uses this search path to set error tagging:

1. The value set by the ERRORTAG environment variable.

2. The value set by the ERRORTAG parameter.

3. If the environment variable and the parameter are not set, error tagging is not 
done.

For example, when ERRORTAG is set to:

(55257$*� �3,'��7,'��767$03

an error entry in the log file for the Oracle Transparent Gateway to RMS for VMS 
might appear as follows:

������(��7:$�����WKX�IHE������������

7UDQVSDUHQW�*DWHZD\�WR�506��������

6\QWD[�HUURU�DW�OLQH����

([SHFWLQJ������IRXQG��VKRZ���RSWLRQV�VKRZ�

where:

Gateway: SQL-based and procedural 

Default value: None

Range of values: ALL, PID, TID, TSTAMP, UID

Syntax: (55257$*� �^$//�_�3,'�_�7,'�_�767$03�_�8,'`

$// PID, TID, TSTAMP, and UID

3,' the terminal process ID from which the query was issued

7,' terminal ID from which the query was issued

767$03 timestamp when the error was printed

8,' name of the user logged on to the gateway

������(2 is the terminal process ID

7:$��� is the terminal ID of the query

WKX�IHE������������ is the timestamp of the error
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GROUP_BY_OFF

GROUP_BY_OFF determines how a GROUP BY clause is processed. If 
GROUP_BY_OFF is set to FALSE, the GROUP BY clause is processed by the target 
database. If GROUP_BY_OFF is set to TRUE, a GROUP BY clause is processed by 
the Oracle server for queries. The GROUP BY clause is not supported for non-
queries and returns error code ORA-02070.

IFILE

IFILE includes another file in the gateway initialization file. Three levels of nesting 
are permitted. 

Specify ILOHQDPH as a valid filename in your operating environment.

Gateway: SQL-based only

Default value: FALSE

Range of values: TRUE or FALSE

Syntax: *5283B%<B2))� �^758(�_�)$/6(`

Note: The results, syntax, and semantics of a GROUP BY clause 
might differ between the ORacle server and the target database.

Gateway: SQL-based and procedural

Default value: None

Range of values: None

Syntax: ,),/(� �ILOHQDPH
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INCREMENT_CURSORS

INCREMENT_CURSORS defines the number of cursors used for handling SQL 
statements received from the Oracle server. The cursors are allocated at the gateway 
server when a new cursor is needed, but all cursors in the cursor pool are used.

The number of open cursors never exceeds the value of OPEN_CURSORS. For 
example, if INCREMENT_CURSORS is set to 5, the gateway server allocates five 
cursors when a new cursor is needed until an increment exceeds the 
OPEN_CURSORS value. If the increment of five exceeds OPEN_CURSORS by two, 
then three cursors are allocated.

When INCREMENT_CURSORS is set to 0, the gateway works with a fixed number 
of cursors, which is the value of the INIT_CURSORS parameter.

When INCREMENT_CURSORS is set to -1, the increment doubles each time a new 
cursor is needed until the value of OPEN_CURSORS is reached.

See also INIT_CURSORS, TRIM_CURSORS, and OPEN_CURSORS. 

INIT_CURSORS

INIT_CURSORS defines the initial number of cursors used for handling SQL 
statements received from the Oracle server. These cursors are allocated by the 
gateway server when it starts.

When the value of INIT_CURSORS exceeds the value of OPEN_CURSORS, the 
number of open cursors allocated by the gateway server is the OPEN_CURSORS 
value.

See also INCREMENT_CURSORS, TRIM_CURSORS, and OPEN_CURSORS.

Gateway: SQL-based only

Default value: 2

Range of values: -1 to 32767

Syntax: ,1&5(0(17B&856256� �QXPEHUBRIBFXUVRUV

Gateway: SQL-based only

Default value: 5

Range of values: 1 to 32767

Syntax: ,1,7B&856256� �LQLWLDOBFXUVRUV
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LANGUAGE

LANGUAGE specifies the language used for: 

■ messages from the target system

■ names of days and months

■ symbols for AD, BC, AM, and PM

■ default language sorting mechanism

LANGUAGE has the same function as the NLS_LANGUAGE parameter for an 
Oracle server. For more information about NLS_LANGUAGE, see the Oracle7 Server 
Reference.

The values of NLS_DATE_FORMAT and NLS_DATE_LANGUAGE override the 
LANGUAGE defaults for date strings. See also NLS_DATE_FORMAT and 
NLS_DATE_LANGUAGE.

LIST

LIST directs the gateway to write all the initialization parameter settings to the log 
file when the gateway starts up. For more information on the name and location of 
the log file, see your gateway installation and user’s guide.

On platforms where multiple single-user gateways start up, each gateway adds its 
parameter value list to the log file. To prevent the log file from being overwritten 
when there are multiple gateways running, specify a log file with 
LOG_DESTINATION rather than using the default log file.

Gateway: Procedural only

Default value: The value set by the NLS_LANG environment variable for the 
Oracle client application. If NLS_LANG is not set, the default 
depends on the product as indicated in your gateway 
installation and user’s guide.

Range of values: None

Syntax: /$1*8$*(� �ODQJXDJH�>BWHUULWRU\�FKDUDFWHUBVHW@

Gateway: SQL-based and procedural

Default value: None

Range of values: None

Syntax: /,67
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LOG_DESTINATION

LOG_DESTINATION specifies the filename or directory where the gateway writes 
logging information. When ORJBILOH already exists, logging information is 
written to the end of file.

If you do not specify LOG_DESTINATION, the default log file is overwritten each 
time the gateway starts up. See also LIST and ERROR_LOGGING.

MAX_LOG_SIZE

MAX_LOG_SIZE specifies the maximum number of disk blocks allowed for the 
gateway log file. Disk block size depends on your operating environment. If the log 
file becomes full during a gateway session, the file is closed and subsequent log 
entries are lost, however the gateway continues running.

NLS_DATE_FORMAT

NLS_DATE_FORMAT defines the date format for dates used by the target system. 
This parameter has the same function as the NLS_DATE_FORMAT parameter for 
an Oracle server. The value of GDWHBIRUPDW can be any valid date mask, as 
described in the Oracle7 Server Reference, but must match the date format of the 

Gateway: SQL-based and procedural

Default value: The default depends on your system. See your gateway 
installation and user’s guide for the default value.

Range of values: None

Syntax: /2*B'(67,1$7,21� �ORJBILOH

Gateway: SQL-based and procedural

Default value: 0 (no restriction on size)

Range of values: Depends on the platform

Syntax: 0$;B/2*B6,=(� �ORJBILOHBVL]H

Gateway: SQL-based and procedural

Default value: Value determined by LANGUAGE parameter

Range of values: None

Syntax: 1/6B'$7(B)250$7� �GDWHBIRUPDW
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target system. For example, if the target system stores the date "February 14, 1995" 
as "1995/02/14", set the parameter to:

1/6B'$7(B)250$7� �®<<<<�00�''®

NLS_DATE_LANGUAGE

NLS_DATE_LANGUAGE defines the language used by the target system for day 
and month names, and date abbreviations (AM, PM, AD, BC). 
NLS_DATE_LANGUAGE has the same function as the NLS_DATE_LANGUAGE 
parameter for an Oracle server. The value of ODQJXDJH can be any valid language 
listed in your gateway installation and user’s guide, but must match the language 
of the target system.

For example, to correctly display the German date "14-DEZEMBER-1995", use these 
parameters and values:

1/6B'$7(B/$1*8$*(� �*(50$1

1/6B'$7(B)250$7� �®''�0217+�<<<<®

See also the LANGUAGE parameter.

OPEN_CURSORS

OPEN_CURSORS defines the maximum number of cursors allocated at the gateway 
server for handling SQL statements received from the Oracle server.

If one Oracle server is used, the number of open cursors at the gateway server never 
exceeds the number of cursors available at the Oracle server. In this case, you can 
set the value of OPEN_CURSORS to the number of cursors available at the Oracle 
server. 

Gateway: SQL-based and procedural

Default value: Value determined by LANGUAGE parameter

Range of values: None

Syntax: 1/6B'$7(B/$1*8$*(� �ODQJXDJH

Gateway: SQL-based only

Default value: 50

Range of values: 1 to 32767

Syntax: 23(1B&856256� �PD[LPXPBFXUVRUV
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If more than one Oracle server is used, ensure that sufficient cursors are available to 
handle all SQL statements received from all Oracle servers. As a guideline, use the 
highest value set for open cursors among the Oracle servers to be the value of the 
gateway OPEN_CURSORS parameter. For example, if three Oracle servers have 
these values set in their respective initialization files:

23(1B&856256� ���

23(1B&856256� ���

23(1B&856256� ���

specify OPEN_CURSORS = 85 in the gateway initialization file.

When a new cursor is needed when the number of open cursors exceeds the value 
of OPEN_CURSORS, the client application receives this message:

25$�������PD[LPXP�RSHQ�FXUVRUV�H[FHHGHG

See also INCREMENT_CURSORS, INIT_CURSORS, and TRIM_CURSORS.

ORDER_BY_OFF

ORDER_BY_OFF determines how an ORDER BY clause is processed. If 
ORDER_BY_OFF is set to FALSE, the ORDER BY clause is processed by the target 
database when possible. If ORDER_BY_OFF is set to TRUE, an ORDER BY clause is 
processed by the Oracle server for queries. The ORDER BY clause is not supported 
for non-queries and returns error code ORA-02070.

Gateway: SQL-based only

Default value: FALSE

Range of values: TRUE or FALSE

Syntax: 25'(5B%<B2))� �^758(�_�)$/6(`

Note: The results, syntax, and semantics of an ORDER BY clause 
might differ between the Oracle server and the target database.
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RESOLVE_BINDS

Set RESOLVE_BINDS to TRUE, if you want the gateway server to resolve binds of 
number and text constants at compile time and not at execution time. The gateway 
server attempts to rewrite the statement such that binds are not used. 

If the gateway server cannot resolve the binds, the client application receives this 
message:

25$�������%LQG�YDOXH�FDQQRW�EH�WUDQVODWHG�LQWR�64/�WH[W�

Set RESOLVE_BINDS to FALSE if you do not want the gateway server to resolve 
binds. 

Oracle Corporation recommends that you do not change the default value for 
Oracle-developed gateways. See the Programmer’s Guide to the Oracle Precompilers for 
more information on binds.

ROWID_CACHE_SIZE

ROWID_CACHE_SIZE specifies the size of the gateway server cache containing the 
target system equivalent of ROWIDs. The cache contains target system ROWIDs 
needed to support the CURRENT OF clause in a SQL statement or a SELECT FOR 
UPDATE statement. When the cache is full, the first slot in the cache is reused, then 
the second, and so on. Only the last ROWID_CACHE_SIZE target system ROWIDs 
are cached. Increasing the size of the ROWID cache improves performance at the 
cost of memory. 

Gateway: SQL-based only

Default value: Depends on the gateway

Range of values: TRUE or FALSE

Syntax: 5(62/9(B%,1'6� �^758(�_�)$/6(`

Gateway: SQL-based only

Default value: 10

Range of values: 1 to 32767

Syntax: 52:,'B&$&+(B6,=(� �VL]H
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SET

SET specifies initialization values that cannot be defined with gateway initialization 
parameters. See your gateway installation and user’s guide for more information 
about using SET.

SNMP_SUPPORT

SNMP_SUPPORT specifies the information range available when the gateway is 
polled for information by SNMP management framework. The higher levels of 
support provide more information than the lower levels, but the higher levels also 
increase gateway overhead which affects the performance of the gateway.

The levels are described from lowest to highest. Choose one for VQPSBOHYHO:

Gateway: SQL-based and procedural

Default value: None

Range of values: None

Syntax: 6(7�JDWHZD\BSDUDPHWHU� �YDOXH

Gateway: SQL-based and procedural

Default value: OFF

Range of values: OFF, CONFIGURATION, RUNTIME, PREVENTIVE, 
PERFORMANCE

Syntax: 6103B68333257� �VQPSBOHYHO

2)) specifies no SNMP support for the gateway. Management 
framework can request information from the oraGwAgent 
table if the gateway agent is running. The default is OFF.

&21),*85$7,21 specifies that management framework can request 
information from these gateway MIB tables:

■ oraGwAgent

■ oraGwConfig

■ oraGwParams
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5817,0( specifies that management framework can request 
information from these gateway MIB tables:

■ oraGwAgent

■ oraGwConfig

■ oraGwInstanceRuntime

■ oraGwParams

■ oraGwSessionRuntime

35(9(17,9( specifies that management framework can request 
information from these gateway MIB tables:

■ oraGwAgent

■ oraGwConfig

■ oraGwInstanceRuntime

■ oraGwParams

■ oraGwSessionRuntime

The gateway also generates exception event information 
with the PREVENTIVE level. The events are associated 
with SNMP traps as defined in gateway MIB table 
oraGwTraps. Trap information is automatically sent to the 
management framework.
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SQL_TRACE

SQL_TRACE turns on the tracing feature of the gateway. If SQL_TRACE is set to 
TRUE, the gateway writes trace information to a log file. The information is written 
each time a SQL statement is executed.

This trace information is written to the log file:

■ session information (username, the gateway’s process ID, program name, 
terminal ID, and time)

■ cursor number for the SQL statement

■ SQL text sent to the gateway by the Oracle server

■ SQL text sent to the target database

3(5)250$1&( specifies that management framework can request 
information from these gateway MIB tables:

■ oraGwAgent

■ oraGwConfig

■ oraGwInstanceRuntime

■ oraGwParams

■ oraGwPerform

■ oraGwSessionRuntime

The gateway also generates exception event information 
with the PERFORMANCE level. The events are associated 
with traps as defined in the gateway MIB table 
oraGwTraps. Trap information is automatically sent to the 
management framework.

Gateway: SQL-based only

Default value: FALSE

Range of values: TRUE or FALSE

Syntax: 64/B75$&(� �^758(�_�)$/6(`
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TRIM_CURSORS

Set TRIM_CURSORS to TRUE to reduce the number of open cursors to the value of 
INIT_CURSORS at the start of a query at the gateway server. This is known as 
cursor trimming and reduces the amount of memory held by the gateway server on 
an ongoing basis. Set TRIM_CURSORS to FALSE to disable cursor trimming. 

TRIM_CURSORS has no meaning in a multi-user gateway. Do not change the 
default value. See also INCREMENT_CURSORS, INIT_CURSORS, and 
OPEN_CURSORS.

Gateway Agent Initialization Parameters
When enabling a gateway for SNMP support, an initialization file is required to 
configure the gateway agent. The gateway agent is configured using the agent 
initialization file. Most of the gateway agent initialization parameters are for the 
gateway agent, but some parameters affect a gateway. Values affecting a gateway 
are used for all gateways registered with the agent.

The syntax rules on page A-2 apply to the gateway agent initialization file. See your 
gateway installation and user’s guide for the name of this file.

CONTACT_PERSON

CONTACT_PERSON specifies who to inform or call when problems are reported 
by the gateway agent for the gateway. This value is used for the MIB variable 
oraGwAgentContactPerson. Specify FRQWDFWBLQIR as a person’s name, a 
department name, an electronic mail address, a telephone number, and so on. For 
example:

&217$&7B3(5621 �+HOS�'HVN��([W���������

Gateway: SQL-based only

Default value: FALSE for multi-user gateway
TRUE for single-user gateway

Range of values: TRUE or FALSE

Syntax: 75,0B&856256� �^758(�_�)$/6(`

Default value: Oracle DBA

Range of values: 1 to 255 characters

Syntax: &217$&7B3(5621 �FRQWDFWBLQIR�
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CYCLE_TIME

CYCLE_TIME defines how often the gateway agent checks for requests from 
management framework by specifying the length of time, in seconds, that the 
gateway agent spends polling for these requests. When not polling, the gateway 
agent processes information in the message queue.

IDLE_TIMEOUT

IDLE_TIMEOUT specifies the length of time, in seconds, that the gateway agent 
allows a gateway session to wait for a request from the Oracle server. If a gateway 
session waits longer than the value of LGOHBWLPH, the agent generates the SNMP 
trap oraGwTrapsGwSessionIdleTimeOut.

MAXIMUM_GATEWAY_INSTANCES

MAXIMUM_GATEWAY_INSTANCES specifies the number of gateway instances an 
agent can support. When the number of registered gateway instances reaches the 
value of OLPLW, new gateway instances are not allowed to register until the number 
of gateway instances falls below the value of OLPLW. 

A gateway unable to register with the gateway agent continues to operate normally 
but does not generate SNMP information, nor is it automatically registered with the 
agent when that is possible. If you want a rejected gateway instance registered with 
the agent, you must stop and restart the gateway when the agent can accept another 
gateway.

Default value: 15

Range of values: 0 is the minimum value

Syntax: &<&/(B7,0( VHFRQGV

Default value: 84600 (1 day)

Range of values: 0 is the minimum value

Syntax: ,'/(B7,0(287 LGOHBWLPH

Default value: 5

Range of values: 1 is the minimum value

Syntax: 0$;,080B*$7(:$<B,167$1&(6 OLPLW
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SHARED_MEMORY_SIZE

SHARED_MEMORY_SIZE specifies the size of the memory, in bytes, allocated for 
the message queue. If the SNMP trap oraGwTrapsMessageQueueFull occurs, the 
value set for VL]H is too small. Change the value of VL]H until the trap stops 
occurring.

TARGET_DB_TIMEOUT

TARGET_DB_TIMEOUT specifies the length of time, in seconds, that the agent 
allows the gateway to wait for a response from the target database. When the 
response time exceeds the value of QXPEHUBRIBVHFRQGV, the agent generates the 
SNMP trap oraGwTrapsGwSessionTargetDbTimeOut.

TRACE_FILE

TRACE_FILE specifies the file to which the agent writes information when tracing 
is enabled with the gateway agent controller. Use the full pathname for the value of 
SDWKQDPH; do not use the $ORACLE_HOME environment variable as part of the 
file’s name. If your gateway does not run on UNIX, see your gateway installation 
and user’s guide for the trace file name.

When tracing is enabled without specifying a file name with TRACE_FILE, the 
information is written to the UNIX file oracle_home_directory/network/trace/
gtwagentpid.trc, where pid is the process ID of the gateway agent.

See “Gateway Agent Controller” on page 4-6 for more information about agent 
tracing.

Default value: 1000000

Range of values: 1000000 is the minimum value

Syntax: 6+$5('B0(025<B6,=( VL]H

Default value: 10

Range of values: 0 is the minimum value

Syntax: 7$5*(7B'%B7,0(287 QXPEHUBRIBVHFRQGV

Default value: oracle_home_directory/network/trace/gtwagentpid.trc

Range of values: None

Syntax: 75$&(B),/( SDWKQDPH
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                                                            Gateway Mess
B

Gateway Messages

This chapter lists error messages generated by SQL-based and procedural gateways, 
and the Oracle server. Messages specific to a gateway are described in your 
gateway’s installation and user’s guide.

All messages for a gateway and the accompanying utilities reside in the gateway 
message file. This differs from the way an Oracle server works.
ages B-1



 

00700-00799: Gateway Error Messages
00700 Out of memory while performing essential allocations.

Cause:  The user resource limits are set too low in your operating system 
environment.

Action:  Increase the user resource limits. 

00702 Internal error - call customer support.
Cause:  An internal error has occurred.

Action:  Make a note of how the error was produced and contact Oracle 
Worldwide Support.

00703 Could not convert system date. 
Cause:  The system date is not retrievable.

Action:  Verify the system date. 

00704 Unable to read the initialization file name.
Cause:  The initialization file was found but cannot be read.

Action:  Set the initialization file protection so the file can be read. 

00705 Maximum IFILE nesting level exceeded. 
Cause:  You specified too many levels of nested IFILE statements.

Action:  Decrease the nesting level.

00706 Missing equal sign for parameter in initialization file. 
Cause:  A parameter specified in the initialization file, is not followed by an 
equal sign. The syntax is:

3$5$0(7(5B1$0(� �YDOXH��>�>���YDOXH��@�����@

Action:  Use the correct syntax.

00709 Expected numeric value for parameter_name, found value.
Cause:  You tried to assign a non-numeric value to a numeric gateway 
initialization parameter.

Action:  Specify a numeric value.
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00710 Unrecognized parameter: string 
Cause:  The string read from the initialization file is not recognized as a 
gateway initialization parameter. If you used a parameter listed in Appendix A, 
check your gateway installation and user’s guide, which indicates the 
parameters supported by your gateway.

Action:  Specify a valid parameter.

00711 Parameter name = value is invalid, the valid values are TRUE or FALSE.
Cause:  The value assigned to the parameter is not valid.

Action:  Replace the invalid value with TRUE or FALSE.

00712 Parameter name = string is invalid, valid range:  [min_value....max_value].
Cause:  The value assigned to the parameter is not valid.

Action:  Specify a value for the parameter that falls within the valid range.

00714 Invalid keyword in initialization file, rest of line ignored. 
Cause:  The keyword found in the gateway initialization file is not recognized. 
If you used a parameter listed in Appendix A, check your gateway installation 
and user’s guide, which indicates the parameters supported by your gateway.

Action:  Specify a valid keyword.

00715 SET parameter not saved. 
Cause:  Not enough space left in the SET save area.

Action:  Decrease the number of SET entries or the size of the parameters.

00716 Missing parameter parameter_name in the gateway initialization file.
Cause:  A required parameter is not defined.

Action:  Specify the required parameter in the gateway initialization file.

00717 Token name in gateway initialization file too large.
Cause:  Tokens are limited to 255 characters.

Action:  Set token length to less than 256. 

00718 Value value illegal for parameter parameter_name.
Cause:  An illegal value is specified for the parameter.

Action:  Specify a valid value.
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09100-09199: Oracle Server Error Messages
The messages in this section are returned to the Oracle server when an error occurs 
in the gateway.

ORA-9100 Target system returned following message:
Cause:  A target system being accessed by an Oracle gateway returned an error 
that could not be handled by the gateway. This message is followed by a second 
message generated by the target system or the gateway.

Action:  See the target system documentation for an explanation of the second 
message.

ORA-9101 Target system communication error.
Cause:  The gateway encountered an error when communicating with the target 
system. This message is usually followed by a second message from the target 
system or the gateway.

Action:  See the target system documentation for an explanation of the second 
message.

ORA-9102 Gateway internal communication error
Cause:  The Oracle gateway encountered an internal error during 
communication with a gateway module.

Action:  Contact Oracle Worldwide Support.

ORA-9103 Gateway internal protocol error
Cause:  The Oracle gateway encountered an internal error during 
communication with an internal module.

Action:  Contact Oracle Worldwide Support.

ORA-9104 Gateway internal cross-communication error
Cause:  The Oracle gateway encountered an internal error during 
communication with a gateway module located in a different process.

Action:  Contact Oracle Worldwide Support

ORA-9105 Failed to acquire storage space in target system.
Cause:  For an Oracle gateway, the amount of storage available within the target 
system was reached. This message is followed by a second message from the 
target system.

Action:  See the target system documentation for an explanation of the second 
message.
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ORA-9106 Target system could not obtain IO resource.
Cause:  The target system was unable to open a file, dataset, or other resource 
needed to perform the input or output operation. This message is followed by a 
second message from the target system.

Action:  See the target system documentation for an explanation of the second 
message. 

ORA-9107 Definition of a target system object may have changed.
Cause:  In an Oracle gateway, an attempt was made to execute a SQL statement 
whose definition in the GDDL source might be out of date. The timestamp in 
the gateway data dictionary is different from the timestamp in the target 
system.

Action:  Use the Transparent Gateway Administrator utility to replace the table 
using the revised GDDL source.

ORA-9108 Invalid record in target system.
Cause:  The Oracle gateway or the target system noticed the record is not valid 
according to its definition. This message is followed by a second message 
generated by the gateway or the target system, depending on the error.

Action:  See the target system documentation for an explanation of the second 
error message.

ORA-9109 View "view_name" cannot be used in a subquery.
Cause:  The view-definition contains a set-operator, which makes it impossible 
to use that view-definition in a subquery. This message only occurs for SQL-
based gateways.

Action:  Do not use the view in a subquery.

ORA-9110 View "view_name" defines operation not supported on the target 
system.
Cause:  In a user-developed gateway, the implementor defined a view which 
defines an Oracle table in terms of other data source tables, but the definition 
contains SQL elements not supported by that system.

Action:  Contact the implementor to correct the view definition error. 
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ORA-9111 Data manipulation operation not legal on this object.
Cause:  In an Oracle gateway, the target system rejected an insert, delete, or 
update operation. This message is followed by a second message from the 
target system.

Action:  See the target system documentation for an explanation of the second 
message.

ORA-9112 Target system check constraint violated.
Cause:  The values being inserted or updated do not satisfy the check constraint 
in the gateway. This message is followed by a second message from the target 
system or gateway.

Action:  See the target system documentation or your gateway installation and 
user’s guide for an explanation of the second message.

ORA-9113 Target system integrity constraint violated.
Cause:  The values being inserted, updated or deleted do not satisfy the 
integrity constraints defined in the target system in a gateway. This message is 
followed by a second message from the target system or gateway.

Action:  See the target system documentation or your gateway installation and 
user’s guide for an explanation of the second message.

ORA-9114 Target system is out of memory.
Cause:  A target system being accessed by an Oracle gateway ran out of 
memory. This message is followed by a second message from the target system.

Action:  See the target system documentation for an explanation of the second 
message.

ORA-9115 Target system has timed out.
Cause:  A target system being accessed by an Oracle gateway timed out. This 
error occurs when system resource usage is too high for the request to be served 
in a reasonable time, or when a deadlock or some other wait condition occurred 
in the target system. This message is followed by a second message from the 
target system or gateway.

Action:  See the target system documentation or your gateway installation and 
user’s guide for an explanation of the second message.
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ORA-9116 Definition of target system data object is inconsistent.
Cause:  In an Oracle gateway, the target system was unable to perform the 
initial operations necessary to access the mapped table. The GDDL source 
specifies certain fields or options that are not supported for this gateway 
configuration.

Action:  Correct the GDDL source and issue the Transparent Gateway 
Administrator command to CREATE, REPLACE, or DROP the table.

ORA-9117 Bind-value cannot be translated into SQL text.
Cause:  For the SQL-based gateway, the target system does not support binds or 
binds are disabled using the RESOLVE_BINDS parameter.

Action:  Enable binds or do not bind using datatypes not supported in SQL text.

ORA-9119 Initialization file contains error.
Cause:  An Oracle gateway encountered an error in the gateway initialization 
file. This message is followed by a second message. If the second message did 
not appear, it can be found in the gateway log file.

Action:  Use the information in the second message to fix the initialization file.

ORA-9120 Gateway has timed out access to target system.
Cause:  The Oracle gateway request was not serviced within the specified time 
by the target system.

Action:  See your gateway installation and user’s guide for an explanation of 
when this error can occur.

ORA-9121 Fetch exceeds maximum number of records defined for table.
Cause:  The gateway detected a query retrieving more rows than the maximum 
amount defined in the GDDL for mapped table.

Action:  See your gateway installation and user’s guide for an explanation of 
when this error can occur.

ORA-9122 Access to object "obj" denied.
Cause:  An Oracle gateway denied access to obj.

Action:  Log in as a user with access to the object or change the access 
permission of the object.
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ORA-9123 ROWID not found in gateway rowid cache.
Cause:  For the gateway, the ROWID cache holds no entry that corresponds to 
the specified ROWID. Possibly the ROWID entry was overwritten in the 
gateway ROWID cache.

Action:  Increase the size of the gateway ROWID cache by setting the value of 
the ROWID_CACHE_SIZE parameter to a higher value and restarting the 
gateway.

ORA-9124 In name argument name: Index out of range
Cause:  The gateway detected that the index for a mapped table is bigger than 
allowed by the definition in the GDDL source.

Action:  Modify the query or the GDDL source so the index is in range.

ORA-9125 Target specified does not match database_type
Cause:  The database type does match the value given for database_type of the 
GTW_SQL.GTWPASS procedure.

Action:  You specified the wrong value for database_type. Check your gateway 
installation and user’s guide for acceptable values of database type and use one 
of them for database_type.

ORA-9126 command is not allowed in GTW_SQL.GTWPASS
Cause:  You specified a command or statement with GTW_SQL.GTWPASS that 
is not permitted by the gateway.

Action:  See your gateway installation and user’s guide for a list of commands 
or statements that cannot be used with GTW_SQL.GTWPASS.

ORA-9127 Multiple statements cannot be passed to the target system
Cause:  More than one command or statement was specified with 
GTW_SQL.GTWPASS.

Action:  Specify only one command or statement.

ORA-9199 Fatal gateway error has occurred, waiting for logoff
Cause:  A fatal error occurred in the gateway. No further gateway processing is 
allowed other than a logoff.

Action:  If the problem persists, contact Oracle Worldwide Support.
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A
Agent controller (gtwctl), 4-6
ALL_TABLE view, 3-2
Architecture

client-server, 1-2
gateways, 1-9
multiple servers, 1-3
server-to-server communication, 1-2

B
Binds, resolving, A-15

C
Change bars, iv
Client node, 2-4
Commit point site, 2-5, A-5
COMMIT_POINT_STRENGTH parameter, 2-5, 

A-4
Commit-confirm transactions, 2-7
CONTACT_PERSON parameter, A-19
CURRENT OF clause, A-15
Cursors, A-9, A-10, A-13, A-19
CYCLE_TIME parameter, A-20

D
Data dictionary

for SQL-based gateway, 3-3
views, 3-2, 3-3

Database type, defining, 3-12

Date
defining format, A-12
defining language, A-13
entering for 21st century, 3-5
retrieving, 3-5

DB_DOMAIN parameter, A-5
DB_INTERNAL_NAME parameter, A-5
DB_NAME parameter, A-6
DBMS_HS_PASSTHROUGH.EXECUTE_

IMMEDIATE procedure, 3-11, 3-13
DESCRIBE_CACHE_HWM parameter, A-6
Developer/2000, 1-8
Discoverer/2000, 1-8
Distributed transaction, 2-2, 3-6
Documentation

required, ii
Dynamic performance views, 3-3

E
Error messages, B-1

from the gateway, B-2
from the Oracle server, B-4
handling, 1-5, 1-7, A-7, A-12
writing to a file, 1-7
written to a file, A-7

ERROR_LOGGING parameter, A-7
ERROR_REPORTING parameter, A-7
ERRORTAG parameter, A-8
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G
Gateway agent, 4-5

configuring, 4-6, A-19
parameters, 4-6, A-19
trace file name, A-21

Gateway server cache, A-15
GROUP_BY_OFF parameter, A-9
GTW_SQL.GTW_GET_PARM procedure, 3-7, 3-12
GTW_SQL.GTWPASS procedure, 3-11
gtwctl, 4-6

I
IDLE_TIMEOUT parameter, A-20
IFILE parameter, A-9
INCREMENT_CURSORS parameter, A-9
Indexes at target system, 3-6
INIT_CURSORS parameter, A-10
INITIAL_EXTENT column, 3-2
Initialization file, A-2

retrieving value programmatically, 3-7
syntax rules, A-2

L
LANGUAGE parameter, A-11
LIST parameter, A-11
Local coordinator node, 2-4
Log, for errors, 1-7
LOG_DESTINATION parameter, A-12

M
Management Information Base, see MIB
Master agent, 4-5
MAX_LOG_SIZE parameter, A-12
MAXIMUM_GATEWAY_INSTANCES 

parameter, A-20
Message queue, SNMP, 4-5
MIB

oraGwAgent table, 4-9
oraGwConfig table, 4-13
oraGwInstanceRuntime table, 4-17
oraGwParams table, 4-18
oraGwPerform table, 4-25

oraGwSessionRuntime table, 4-26
oraGwTraps table, 4-34
variables for all gateways, 4-8
variables specific to a gateway, 4-8

N
National language support, 1-7
NLS_DATE_FORMAT parameter, 3-5, A-12
NLS_DATE_LANGUAGE parameter, A-13
NLS_LANG environment variable, A-11

O
OPEN_CURSORS parameter, A-13
Oracle Reports, 3-2
Oracle server

environment, 1-3
error messages, B-4
purpose, 1-10
security, 1-7
technology, 1-2

ORDER_BY_OFF parameter, A-14

P
Pass-through feature, 3-11

database type, 3-12
DBMS_HS_PASSTHROUGH.EXECUTE_IMMED

IATE procedure, 3-11, 3-13
GTW_SQL.GTWPASS procedure, 3-11
special considerations, 3-14

PL/SQL
datatypes, 1-4
remote procedure calls, 2-6

Presumed abort model, 2-3
Procedural gateway, 1-4

definition, 1-10
distributed transaction, 2-6
error handling, 1-5
Oracle application support, 1-4
Oracle tool support, 1-4
PL/SQL, 3-2
security, 3-2
two-phase commit, 1-5
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Product publications, ii
Programmer/2000, 1-8

R
README.DOC file, ii
Read-only transaction, 2-6
Remote procedure calls, 1-4
RESOLVE_BINDS parameter, A-15
Retrieving initialization parameter value, 3-7
ROWID, 3-4
ROWID_CACHE_SIZE parameter, A-15

S
Server name, A-6
Server node, 2-4
Server-to-server communications, 1-2
SET parameter, A-16
SHARED_MEMORY_SIZE parameter, A-21
Single-site transactions, 2-7
SNMP, 4-2

architecture, 4-4
benefits of using, 4-2
definition, 4-2
gateway agent, 4-5
gateway agent controller, 4-6
gateway agent parameters, 4-6, A-19
gtwctl, 4-6
how it works, 4-3
levels of support, A-16
master agent, 4-5
message queue, 4-5
SNMP_SUPPORT parameter, 4-5, A-16

SQL language, 1-6, 1-10
SQL statement, A-15
SQL*Net, 1-11
SQL*Plus, iii, 1-9, 2-6
SQL_TRACE parameter, A-18
SQL-based gateway

configuration, 1-11
data dictionary, 1-6
distributed transaction, 2-6
error handling, 1-7
multi-site transactions, 1-6

national language support, 1-7
Oracle application support, 1-5
Oracle tool support, 1-5
pass-through feature, 1-8
procedural feature example, 1-14
query optimization, 1-5
ROWID, 3-4
security, 1-7
synonyms, 1-6
translating SQL, 1-6
two-phase commit, 1-6
using stored procedures, 1-8

Storage measurements, iii
Stored procedures

executing, 3-8
Non-Oracle procedures, 3-9
Oracle procedures, 3-8
PL/SQL records, 3-10
special considerations, 3-10
using COMMIT statement, 3-10
using ROLLBACK statement, 3-10

Syntax conventions, ii

T
TARGET_DB_TIMEOUT parameter, A-21
TO_DATE function, 3-5
TRACE_FILE parameter, A-21
Tracing SQL statements, A-18
TRANSACTION_MODEL parameter, A-16
Transactions

commit model, 2-3
commit-confirm, 2-7, 3-4
committing, 2-2, 2-3
definition, 2-2
distributed, 2-2, 2-5
ending, 2-3
forgetting, 2-4
in different locations, 1-5
managing, 1-3
read-only, 2-6
remote, 2-2
roles, 2-4
rollback, 2-3
single-site, 2-7
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starting, 2-3
two-phase commit, 2-2, 2-7

Transparent gateway, see SQL-based gateway
Trap variables, 4-34
TRIM_CURSORS parameter, A-19
Two-phase commit, 1-5, 2-2, 2-7

U
UNIX prompt, iii
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